


ALPINE PARAGLIDING 
Brian and Nikki Webb 

PO Box 3 BRIGHT VIC 3741 
Tel : 057 551753 
Fax: 057 551677 

PARAGLIDER PROFESSIONALS 
Learn to Paraglide at Bright, the Paragliding Centre of Australia. The 
Bright area is already world renowned for Hang Gliding. Now the same 
superb facilities are available for Paragliding 

Year round tuition - 7 Days a week 
2 Day Introductory 
7 Day HGFA Licence 
2 Day Hang Glider to Paraglider conversion 
2 Day Paraglider Thermalling & XC 
4 Day Paraglider to Hang Glider conversion 

Paraglider Insurance Theft or loss through forcible entry 
Direct physical damage from an external cause 

$220 
$770 
$220 
$220 
$440 

$100 pa 

PARAGLIDING SALES SHOP 
PACIFIC PARAGLIDING 

Monarch - Intermediate/Advanced $2,750 
Excellent value. Price 
includes harness, bag & accelerator bar 
Sizes: 21 , 24, 26 square meters 

FALHAWK 
Neo - Beginner/Intermediate $2,930-3,539 
Took me to 3rd place at the Flatlands 
against much more expensive canopies. 
As expected from Falhawk; good quality 
and good handling 
Sizes: 19, 22, 24, 27 square metres 
Standard: ACFPULS 1 

Athlete - Intermediate/Advanced $3,175-3,891 
Excellent speed range, established paraglider 
Sizes: 19, 22, 24, 27, 30 square meters 
Standard: SHV/DHV Gutesiegel 

Apex - Advanced $4,202-4,625 
Very, very good, better still than the Athlete 
Standard: ACPFULS 3 

AIRWAVE 
Black Magic - Beginners to Intemediate 
Sizes: 22, 24, 27 square meters 
Standard: ACPFULS/DHV Gutesiegel 

Emergency Reserve Systems 
APCO Pulled APEX 26ft round 
Cylinder packed, short bridle 
Flat packed, short bridle 
Standard: DHV Gutesiegel 

$2,850-2,999 
including 

harness & bag 

$599 
$589 

Paradise Harness $296 
Reserve Re-packing Service, Be sure $45 
Re-packing by an APF qualified rigger + pp 
Davron 200 + Altimeter/vario $599 
Precision miniature instrument, two altimeters, 
vario up and down, optional up only, elasticated 
thigh attachment, fluoro pink 

Books 
Paragliding Flight, Dennis Pagen 
Walking on air, an extensive new 
Paragliding book, from the ground up 

ABC of Paragliding, Hubert Aupertit 
A comprehensive introduction to 
Paragliding 

BIG Wind Socks 
2 metres long, 2.5 metres high, collapsible 
steel post and spike, fluoro colours to order 
Radios 
Quality UHF headset & microphone with 
long leads 
Towing Releases 
Simple and easy to use 

$29.50 
+ (pp) $2.50 

$29.50 
+ (pp) $2.50 

$85.00 

$75 
$55 

Paraglider and Hang Glider Sail Sign Writing 
Sign writting to order, Make it look good, 
do it properly $POA 

USE D PARAGLIDERS 
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Falhawk Athlete 
Falhawk Neo 
APCO Hilite II 

10.5, 24 sq m, pink 
11 .5, 27 sq m, rainbow 

23 sq m, green 

Paraglider, vario, altimeter and radio hire from $45 daily 

$2,400 
$3,100 
$1 ,800 

Please note: Alpine Paragliding will not sell a Paraglider to anyone who does not have a HGFA licence 
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S
kysailor appears 12 times per year as a 
service to members. For non-members 

living in Australia the subscription is Aus. $48 
pa. Overseas magazine subscription is Aus. 
$65 (sent SAL). Cheques should be made 
payable to and sent to HGFA. 

Contributions are needed. Articles, 
photographs and illustrations are all accept
able although the editor reserves the right to 
edit or delete contributions where necessary. 

Articles of unknown origin will NOT be 
published and all contributions should be ac
companied by the contributor's name, address 
and HGFA number for verification purposes. 

Neither HGFA nor the editor assume respon
sibility for the material or opinions presented 
in Skysailor. 

Copyright in Skysailor is vested in the HGFA. 
Copyright in articles and other contributions is 
vested in each of the authors in respect of their 
contribution. 

ADVERTISING 
Advertising rates are available from the Editor. 

All ads must be paid in advance. Layout, 
separations and extra work incur additional 
cost. 

HGFA ADDRESSES 
All correspondence, including membership 

renewals, short term memberships, rating 
forms and other administrative matters should 
be sent to: 

HANG GLIDING FED. OF AUSTRALIA 
PO Box 558 
TUMUT NSW 2720 
Tel (048) 834 180 

PRESIDENT 
Richard Reitzin 
Ph (02) 2353033 W 
or (02) 3651533 H 

ADMINISTRATOR 
Ian Jarman 
(048) 834180 

SKYSAILOR 
CONTRIBUTIONS 

All Skysailor contributions should be 
sent to: 

Marie Jeffery 
PO Box 401 

AlSTONVILLE 2477 
Fax: (066) 281988 
Ph (066) 280356 

8am-8pm 

April 1991 

For information about ratings, sites and other 
local matters, contact the appropriate state as
sociation or club. 

NSWHGA Inc (address for HGFA) 
Treasurer - Keith Maxwell (02) 9643267 W 

(02) 5877971 H 

ACTHGA 
PO Box 3496 
Manuka2603 
Sec. Garth Wimbush 
(062) 2477526 H 

VlcHGA 
PO Box 400 
Prahran 3181 
Sec. John Hanna 
(03) 5985835 H 

SAHGA 
1 Sturt St 
Adelaide 5000 
Sec. Rob Woodward 
(08) 2130600 

QHGA Inc 
PO Box 1319 
Springwood 4127 
Pres. Neil Schaefer 
016782091 -local 
call anytime 

HGAWA 
PO Box 82 
South Perth 6151 
Sec. Danny Byrne 
(09) 3873605 

TasHGA 
28 Benwerrin Court 
Norwood 7250 
Sec. Steve Richards 
(003) 447101 H 

Keep the articles coming!! 

We will give $50 per month for the best cover 
photo sent in. It can be a black and white, 
colour photo or slide. 

All photos will be sent back if requested . 
Please supply a stamped, self addressed en
velope for their return. 
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CREDITS 
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Typesetting & Layout Marie Jeffery 
Printer Quality Plus, 
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CLUBS 
Canungra Hang 
Gliding Club (Bris.) 
Pres. Jon Durand 
(075) 333611 
Sec. Bruce Blackshaw 
(07) 3782395 

Central Coast HG 
Club (NSW) 
Pres: Alf Piper 
(043) 682280 
V.Pres: Bob Bentley 
(043) 331812 
Sec: Gary Moulston 
(043) 851254 
2nd Wed Tuggerah 
Lakes Mem Club 

Mid North Coast HG 
Assoc (NSW) 
Pres. Craig Worth 
(065) 592713 
Sec. Ben Leonard 
(065) 832591 

North East Victorian 
HG Club Inc 
Brian Webb 
(057) 551753 

Cudgeegong Valley 
HG Club 
Sec. Geoff Eustace 
(063) 722432 

lIIawarra Hang Capricorn Skyrlders 
Gliding Club Inc Club 
Meet: Shell harbour Brian Smith 
Surf Club 1 st Wed Rockhampton 
ea month Contact Harry (079) 287858 
Docking (042) Shane Newell 
967796 H or (042) Yeppoon 
564388 W (079) 393769 

Stanwell Park Club 
Pres. Jo McNamara 
(042) 942305 
Sec. Derrick Inglis 
(042) 942305 

Gladstone HG Club 
6 Edward St 
Boyne Island 4680 
Pres. Pat Purcell 
(079) 792562 
Sec. Craig Anderson 

Northern Beaches 
HG Club (Sydney) 
Pres: John Hajje 
(02) 9822635 
Sec: Peter Cairns 
(02) 4162370 

Central West HG Club 
Pres - Len Paton 
(068) 537220 
Sec. Jenny Ganderton 
(068) 537220 
Tres. Mark Madden 
(063) 622927 

Byron Bay H.G. Club 
Pres. Ric Caster 
(066) 242781 
Sec. Brian Braby 
(066) 867352 

Cairns Hang Gliding 
Club (Qld) 
Nev Akers 
(070) 512438 W 
Warwick Gill 
(070) 537768 H 

Sunshine Coast HG 
Club (Qld) 
Sec. Steve Johnson 
(071/074) 941867 
Pres. Robert Keen 
(071/074) 455642 
Dave Cookman 
(071) 498573 
Stan Roy 
(071) 459185 
Alf Carter 
(071) 457265 

Newcastle HG Club Kosciusko Alpine 
Pres Richard McWhinney Paragliding Club 
(049) 549415 Pr. Guenther Janssen 
Sec. Jeff Blunt (064) 562276 
(049) 487491 Sec. Stuart Andrews 
"PG" Ian Ladyman (064) 576190 
(049) 498946 

Lower Blue Mts 
HG Club 
Pres. Garry Carr 
(02) 6444249 AH 
(02) 2958040 BH 
Rolf Muller 
(02) 735212 H 

Sky High 
Paragliding Club 
Pres. Scott Beresford 
(03) 4806441 ah 
Sec. Samantha Clarke 
(03) 6184398 bh 

Eastern H.G. Club 
Peter Batchelor 
(03) 7353095 
Greg Withers 
(03) 8763981 meet 
3rd Wed Olinda 
Hotel, Main St 
Lilydale (n. rail line) 

Sutton Forest Flyers 
Pres. Richard Reitzin 
(02) 2353033W 
(02) 3651533H 
Sec. David Jones 
(048) 611699W 
(048) 894182H 

Southern H.G. Club 
Pres. Russell Dobson 
(03) 5445658 1st Tues 
Anchor & Hope Tav 
Church St 
Richmond 
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Editor's Corner 

The deadline for the compilation of April's issue seems to have 
atrived with lightning speed. Perhaps a long weekend dash to 
Wollongong (for a party, what else?!), as well as a house move 
may have shortened the time somewhat! 

The weather has provided some excellent autumn flying, espe
cially in South East Queensland, as you will read in the club news. 
I am more than a little envious! In my own area, Montecollum 
has provided more flying in the last three weeks than it has for 
about 6 years, and many pilots, both new and 'old', have been 
taking advantage of the conditions. Keep in mind that safe 
launches and landings and a responsible attitude to your flying 
will allow you to continue c.1ocking up all that wonderful airtime. 

Geoff Dossetor's explanation of his cartoon (featured last 
month, and which, by the way, had been in my 'to print' pile for 
quite some months) is a good safety point for the month. After 
seeing a few, quite scary launches lately, I fully understand why 
Geoff is making his point. A good strong, nose-down, lean 
through the a-frame launch is the only way to go! In fact the 
photo on page 13 is a great example. If you think you are having 
problems with your launches (or any other aspects of your flying 
for that matter), get some help. Talk to more experienced pilots. 
Even go back to the training hill if you have to because it may 
save you a lot of pain, and the drag of being land-bound while 
your friends fly, later on. 

Meanwhile, our lady pilots are getting prepared for the Worlds 
in Kossen, Austria later this year. Australia is, for the first time, 
sending a full team of 10 pilots to compete. I have been told that 
the 10 are all flying very, very well and Australia has an excellent 
chance of placing highly in the competition. The ladies are busily 

running raffles etc to assist their efforts. Offers of fund raising 
assistance, or donations to the team, can be made to Toni Noud 
or Jo McNamara, through the Stanwell Park Club. 

Safe flying 
Mariel 

WHEN YOU THINK OF PARAGLIDING 
rn~"'E~ •• • THINK FALHAWK 
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MOYES DELTA GLIDERS are now the Australian agents for FALHAWK paragliders 
and gliding equipment from Japan. We stock the complete range of NEO and will 
soon be taking delivery of what promises to be the hottest wing in paragliding 

... the just-released APEX MR. 
FALHAWK NEO: 
The Neo has been designed primarily for begin
ners to learn paragliding in safety. The mesh 
and battens have been removed from the lead
ing edge air intake and the trim, via the suspen
sion lines, have been changed to make handling 
easy. The Neo is a pleasant canopy to fly which 
beginners trust with peace of mind. 

WALKING ON AIR 
by Dennis Pagan 

• Need any paragliding information? 
• Want to know where your nearest school or dealer is? 

FALHAWK ATHLETE: 
Since production began in 1988, more than 
5,000 Athletes have been sold. Pilots around the 
world claim that the Athlete is the safest 
canopy. This is supported by the knowledge and 
ability of FALHAWK which has been developing 
and producing hang-gliders for 15 years. Their 
accumulation of knowledge has been used in 
the development of all FALHAWK's paragliders. 
It shows in the strength of the Athlete, the 
speed range, with excellent glide at all speeds, 
and the way it handles turbulence. FALHAWK's 
commitment to the Athlete has produced an 
internationally perfect wing . 

Call MOYES DELTA GLIDERS Pty Ltd. Phone (02) 387 5622, Fax (02) 3874472 
137 BRONTE ROAD, WAVERLEY, N.S.W. 2024, AUSTRALIA. EXCITlNG SPORTS 
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~--------------------------------------------~miracle. I 
patiently stand in 
this line waiting 
my turn. 

Brenda Kerr 

Dear Editor 
We would like to 
ask you to extend 
our thanks, via 
your magazine to 
our many dealers 
and customers 
world-wide who 
wrote and faxed 
their support for 
us during the 
tense weeks of 
the Gulf war. At 
APCO, it was 
"business as 
usual" with our 
staff working 
throughout the 
entire duration, 

L...-____________________________________________ ---' wi t h the i r ga s 

Dear Marie, 
Whenever travelling anywhere to fly I 
have been surprised at the extent of 
hospitality fellow hang glider pilots offer. 
I did not realise the true extent of this 
support until having my accident last Oc
tober. 

masks ready at 
their side, in case of a chemical attack. 

Pilots of both Paragliders and hang 
gliders packed their masks along with 
their helmets, harnesses and wind socks. 
Many nights we were awakened once, 
twice or even three times by the sirens 
announcing missile attacks. We are 
gratified that it is over. 

We deeply appreciate the concern of the 
Sport Aviation community for us and 
thank them for their support. 

Sincerely yours 
Mrs Anatoly Cohn 
APCO Aviation Ltd 
Israel 

Dear Marie 
Would it be possible to print a list of 
members' names and addresses as was 
done in an "Airwave" issue in 1977. This 
was very helpful in finding out about other 
members in the local area. 

I would like to see some sort of history 
about the most popular site such as who 
was the first person to fly a hang glider 
from Stanwell Park or Mt Buffalo and 
when? Perhaps the members could send 
in the history of their favourite site. 

How about a photo of Mrs Ed with the 
Editor's Corner section? 

Yours sincerely 
Graham Herbert 

P.S. Do I win a prize for picking the back 
to front photos on pages 11 and 39 of the 
January Skysailor of Stanwell Park by 
Dave Bolliger? 

Thank you for the photos, Graham, I shall 
be printing some of them over the next few 
issues. As for members' addresses, your 
local club should be able to get a printout 
from HGFA which could then be copied. 
Unfortunately, 2000 names and addresses 
would take up too much valuable space in 
Skysailor. 

Site histories? How about it, from some of 
our members who remember the 'good 01' 
days'? 

A photo of me? Um, well, I'll see what I 
can dig up! As for the rver sed photos, the 
printers have been asked for a little care in 
that area! 

Dear Fellow Members 
Just a quick note I'd like to bring up and 
to hear more about, regarding our sport. 

I have been overwhelmed by the response 
from up and down the coast. At first the 
hospital switchboard was driven crazy 
with well wishers, the flowers created a 
forest in my little corner of the room and 
the nurses were almost in a panic at visit
ing times. Girls, if you must have an acci
dent, have it gliding. Never have I 
received so many kisses from so many 
men, although I can think of better ways 
to get attention. Staff and patients are 
curious to the number of male visitors I 
have. Some people ask my secret and 
others have commented on what a great 
bunch these glider pilots must be. My 
head swells with pride to be a part of this 
elite group whenever a comment is made. 

Mark Newland towing at the recent Flatlands competition 

There has been many a time I want to 
shrivel up in a corner and sleep off this 
nightmare, but you guys won't let me. I 
don't think I'll ever fmd a way to express 
my thanks, so I offer a mere thank you. I 
especially thank the Canungra Pub Club 
and the Sunshine Coast Club for their 
great· efforts in fund raising. Thank you 
also to those people who have travelled 
long distances for short visits at the hospi
tal. 

Medical history and doctors give me no 
hope of walking again, but somewhere in 
the world someone is always claiming a 
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Some of you are aware that Sydney is 
currently bidding for the Olympics in the 
year 2000. I believe this could be our 
chance to finally make hang gliding and 
paragliding an Olympic Sport. 

Unfortunately, I haven't had any ex
perience in organising such an activity so 
would it be possible for a senior member 
of our federation to write an article 
regarding how we can make hang gliding 
(paragliding) a part of the Olympics. 

Phillip Troutman, 16538 

Dear Ed 
Thought I'd write a letter to Skysailor to 
break the monotony of the seemingly end
less list of job applications that I've been 
bashing out lately, and to boost the num
ber of letters for this section of our mag. 
One, six line letter in the March edition!!! 
Not very interesting. So come on mem
bers, have a go, write some stuff, even if it 
is a bitch session. Here we go. I'll fire the 
first salvo. 

This one's aimed at the parapentes or jelly 
fish or flying mattresses, or whatever they 
are. I must say, they get a lot of exposure 
and they advertise a lot and there always 
seems to be one or two at the launch site, 

but they never seem to do anything. Their 
owners treat them with lots of care and 
attention, folding and unfolding them, in
flating them and collapsing them, and 
even whilst they move them out of the way, 
when they realise that they've completely 
blocked the launch and landing area. 

They do look very pretty when they are 
unfolded on the ground, but the colours 
do sometimes clash with those funny 
trousers their owners wear. You know, 
the baggy ones with the patches all over 
them. But the fact still remains, WHAT 
GOOD ARE THEY? Maybe it's some
thing to do with the economy. 
!@#$% A & * I could go on. . .. they go 
up, a bit, they go down, a lot, they go 
forward ... just, they go backwards more. 

There we are, that should start an inter
esting little "debate". 

Now I'd like to tell of a particularly 
gratifying fly that my good friend Kel and 
I had, the day before yesterday, March 17. 

We arrived at Freemans Waterhole nice 
and early at 9.30 so as to beat the mad, 
"we're gonna be late, we're gonna be late" 
syndrome which contributes to a poor at
tention to safety attitude and usually 

results in too late a launch 
Phil Brown flying a Malibu 21, Winki Pop/Bells and inevitable seabreeze 

Beach ridge soar, instead of ther
mal flight. It was a clear 

photo by Onshore Para gliders morning with the first ther-

mals of the day breaking off 
as we met at the service sta
tion. 

When we arrived at the 
North Heaton launch site 
we noticed how very in
verted the sky appeared, 
and that the sea breeze had 
apparently already hit, but 
it wasn't seabreeze, it was a 
thermal! Sure enough a cue 
was forming overhead so 
Mick, Kel and I proceeded 
to set up. After we had all 
launched, Mick unfor
tunately succumbed to 
ground suck and bombed 
out and Kel and I went on 
to fly to W ollombi and 
Broke, respectively. 
Height gains were par
ticularly good for the type 
of day (inverted), however I 
suspect it was something to 
do with an upper level of 
cooler air, which our 
revered local weather 
forecaster had mentioned a 
couple of nights earlier. 
Thermals were so big that I 
was circling my Moyes 
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World Beater with full V.B.! (The old 
Swannee ex 1988 World Championship 
winner. On the way I met up with two 
wedgetail eagles and one sailplane. It 
seemed peculiar to see a plane so close 
but with no engine noise. Anyway he did 
a half a dozen circles under the blackest 
part of the cloud and headed off for parts 
unknown like a rocket. All in all a great 
day at the Wattagan Mountains near 
Newcastle. Flight distance, 45 klms. 

Peter Wilson, 15499 

P.S. Thanks for picking us up, Mick. 

Dear Editor 
That "Mr GB" whom Ian Lobb wrote to 
you about in March Skysailor, must be the 
notoriously bad cartoonist, Geoff Bos
setor!! Who else would have the gaul to 
portray a coastal pilot lunging off launch 
and pushing out. Coincidentally, a wind 
tech was lucky to survive a similar launch 
at Buffalo during the Nationals. I wonder 
where that pilot has done most of his 
flying? 

Ah well, I suppose we all make mistakes 
sometime in our hang gliding lives ... even 
on launch (my first time off the Mt Elliott 
mound was a lucky escape!). I think that 
it's important to remember however, that 
a technique which is possible in coastal 
conditions can be downright dangerous 
inland. I hope all you instructors out 
there teach your students to run hard and 
keep the nose down to gain airspeed. 
That's what I do and it works everywhere. 

Good luck to Ian if he enjoys looping the 
loop in the smooth air at Stanwell. I've 
enjoyed flying at many nice coastal sites 
and inland ones, but I've lived at Bright 
for the last two summers because it is at 
the base of Mt Buffalo (the best site in 
Australia). I chill-out by getting really 
high in thermals and flying cross-country. 
I'm sure there are some who would be 
envious of me for that, while others again 
might like to tow at Forbes even more. 

No, inland isn't the only place to be, but it 
might be where you finish up if you do "the 
shuffle" down the Buffalo ramp! That's 
what the cartoon tries to say to save 
people from learning it the hard way. It's 
a pity I've had to spell it out. 

By the way Ian, we were in the same car 
at Corryong. How could you get my ini
tials wrong? 

Geoff Dossetor 
P.S. I've drawn another cartoon to make 
peace between all coastal and inland 
pilots ... maybe you'll 'chill-out' when you 
see it! (See page 28) 
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Competitions ... HWhat's On and,>Where' •• ~;; 

The Round Victoria Challenge 
All trike pilots are invited to enter the Round Victoria Chal
lenge, an informal competition to be held from 1 February 1991 
through to 31 May 1991. 

For entry forms send a Stamped, Self Addressed Envelope to: 
"Victorian Cross Country Challenge" 
68 Teddington Rd, Hampton Vic 3188 

All enquiries to John Reynoldson on (03) 5970527 AH 

USA Comp Dates 
East Coast Championships, Dunlap Tennessee 
April 13-20 1991 

Sandia Classic, Albuquerque, New Mexico 
June 15-23 1991 

Tow Meet, Hobbs, New Mexico 
29 June 1991 

Manufacturers' League Meet, Telluride, Colorado 

2nd Women's World Hang Gliding 
Championship 

1st to 14th July 1991 in Kossen!fyrol, Austria. There is a section 
for women paragliding pilots. 

Deadline for entry fee is 1st April 1991. For more information 
interested pilots should contact Marie Jeffery, Skysailor (066) 
281991 or Birgit Svens on (08) 2721337 

Golden XC Meet, Columbia Valley 
8 July 1991 

Contact Peter Luke (604) 4774245 or Mark Tulloch (604) 
3861630 for details. 

Canadian National Hang Gliding 
Championships Vernon, British Columbia 

22-28 July 1991 

Contact Peter Luke (604) 4774245 or Mark Tulloch (604) 
3861630 for details, or for early registration: 1991 Nationals 
#308-535 Niagara St, Victoria, BC, Canada, V8V 1H3 

World Paragliding Championships 
September 7th - 22nd, 1991 

Alpes de Haute-Provence, France, north of Nice, approximately 
2 hours by car 

Further details from Rick Wilson (08) 3526562 

Ladies Challenge 
Gillies, Far North Qld 

September 1991 
Contact Marjorie Beattie, (070) 553343 or write to PO Box 194, 
Port Douglas Qld 4871 

July 13-211991 . Dave Kattau, High Point Upper Blue Mountains Hang Gliding 
us Team Meet, Dmosaur, Colorado fl. . d Bl kh h h b L k 11'h h'Z fl.' h' July 28 _ August 2 1991 ymg tan em at ac eat - p oto y u e n ey W 1 e ymg lS 

paraglider 
National Meet, Owens Valley, California 
August 17-251991 

For further information, contact Ian Jarman, 
HGFA, (048) 834180. 

British Comp Dates 
1st British League, 11-14 April, South East 
Wales 
2nd British League, 4-7 May, Mid-Wales 
British Ladies' Championship, 25-58 May, 
Peak District 
3rd British League, 14-17 June, Yorkshire 
Dales 
League Final, 4-10 August, Laragne France 
Bleriot Cup, 1-7 September, Yorkshire Dales 

Further info from Mike Collis, BHGA, 
ICranfield Airfield, Cranfield, Bedford 
MK43 OYR Ph (0234) 751344 or Fax (0234) 
751181 
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Killarney, SE Qld Competitions free flying or a short competition task for those pilots wanting 
more. 

A regular competition run on the 1st and 3rd Saturday of every 
For directions to the launch contact Jerry on (07) 2008209 month fr<;?m February to November. Sunday will be reserved for 

Australian XC League 1990/91 
As you read this the Australian XC League will. have fInished for the summer of 90/91. Pilots please submit your flights for 
March as soon as possible. In the hang gliding section Jenny Ganderton remains the leader since Xmas and Garry Fimeri has 
the highest scoring flight. The Paraglider pilots have been quiet since January. I hope their intentions to show the hangies a 
thing or two hasn't been shelved. Brian Webb is the current leader and only with 3 flights! Shaun Keane with a half decent 
flight could overtake the lead. 

Hang gliding 
FIt! Flt2 Flt3 F1t4 FItS Total 

Jenny Ganderton NSW 9.12.90 GC 25.12.90 Ru 18.1.91 Gel 10.2.91 Gc 24.2.91 Ru 
131.4 523 58.9 416 132 526 131.4 523 59.2 360 2348 

Len Paton NSW 5.12.90 D 11.12.90 Gc 13.12.90 D 16.1.91 Rul 18.1.91 Gel 
39.5 127 101.8 405 122 393 88.4 620 132.0 526 2071 

Chris McDonald NSW 9.9.90 Gc 3.11.90 Gc 13.1.91 Tul 18.1.91 Gel 
81 322 28.9 115 100.4 716 132.0 526 1679 

Ted McCord Qld 9.10.90 D 5.12.90 D 6.12.90 Ru 10.1.91 Rc 30.1.91 D 
128.7 414 80.3 259 47.6 322 39.3 338 100.2 323 1656 

Grant Heaney ACT 3.2.91 D 9.2.91 D 17.3.91 Rc 
97.5 314 164.9 531 93.3 804 1649 

Garry Fimeri SA 15.12.90 Rul 28.12.90 Rel 
102.4 838 81.0 697 1535 

Rohan Holtkamp VIC 24.11.90 D 10.1.91 Gel 18.1.91 Gel 
152.1 490 122.1 486 132.0 526 1502 

Marcus Tobler Int 5.12.90 D 11.12.90 Gc 10.1.91 Dl 12.1.91 Gel 
54.8 177 96.9 386 84.1 271 109.5 436 1270 

Duncan Richardson ACT 12.1.91 DI 18.1.91 DI 16.2.91 D 
92.9 299 126.2 406 110.7 356 1061 

Garth Wimbush ACT 12.1.91 Gel 18.1.91 Gel 
109.5 436 132.0 526 

Peter Bolton SA 18.11.90 Gel 9.12.90 Gel 17.2.91 Gc 
51.9 207 77.5 308 81.0 323 838 

Rob Schroettner NSW 13.1.91 Tul 18.1.91 Dl 
70.5 354 99.8 321 675 

Helmut Schrodel WA 5.12.90 Gel 
108.6 432 432 

Paragliding 
Brian Webb Vic ? D 12.1.91 DI 14.1.91 Dl 

11.5 192 44.9 749 55.2 921 1862 
ShaunKeane ACT 12.1.91 DI 13.1.91 Dl 

59.7 995 36.4 606 1601 
Ted Jenkins NSW 12.1.91 Dl 16.1.91 Dl 

27.4 456 10.4 173 629 
Bernie O'Reilly Vic ? D ? D 

11.5 192 11.5 192 384 
Michael Gruber Int 30.11.90 D 

18.7 312 312 
Samantha Clarke Vic ? D 

7.0 117 117 

Categories Hang gliding Paragliding 

D Open Distance 3.22 pts/Km 16.17 pts/km 
G Nominated Goal 3.98 pts/Km 28 pts/km 
ROut & Return 8.59 pts/km 40 pts/km 
T Triangle 7.30 pts/Km 40 pts/km 
c - Completed Task u - uncompleted task I - Ladder Competition 

Each flight is recorded in the following format: [date category] 
[ distance score] 

To enter please send $5 for rules and XS League kit to: Len Paton, "Boganol", Henry Lawson Way, FORBES NSW 2871, 
(068) 537220 
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The BLITZ is here 

AirBorne's latest high performance competition glider. 

FEATURES ... 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

Smooth and predictable pitch 
Precision engineered airframe anodised in gold and black 
Faired rubber backed uprights 
Quick set-up (7 mins) 
The best fittings available on an Australian manufactured hang glider 

Currently undergoing certification to the Australian Standard (Not currently certified) 

Phone Your Local Dealer And Book Your Production Slot Now 
AirBorne Windsports, 12/30 Kalaroo Road, Redhead, NSW 2290 

Phone: 049499199 Fax: 049499395 



Conquering The Coast by P.G. Muffet 
fr.;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;~:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;w:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:';:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;*;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;;t:;::;:~:T;:~~;:;~~;:~!rquart's Bluff in very 

Victoria's west coast ~as always be~n awe dr' but unst;ble conditions. The lift was 
inspiring.to me ever SInce the ftrst time, as uJ,elievable finally rounding the ligh-
a toddler I guess, I peered out to the sea thouse at Airey's Inlet at 1500' before 
from ~he Great Ocea~ Road carved bein drilled the whole length of the 
precanously along the cliffs edge. Then S . g . d . 
I took up hang gliding and the west coast, plOn n ge. 

with it's many cliffs, ridges and forested Another occasion at Winki saw me launch 
peaks became somewhat of an obsession. into a 20-30 mph E'ly thinking the coast 
Most of the coast from Pt. Lonsdale at was in the palm of my hand, only to have 
"the heads" to Cape Otway 100 kms west the wind increased within a few minutes 

~;d:Ej~:f~~t:i1\I:~t:::~ usutlg::d cJ~:~~n~CO~diti~;S ;;l. =~~iE E~E~~:1 
enabled many of the gaps to be crossed. with some memorable fhghts bemg landed with the bar stuffed and ground 
Having plodded through the rating logged. assistance to avoid tumbling backwards. 
scheme, at various levels of currency, I A Pope Paul II seemed in order and I 
fmally upgraded to my ftrst high perfor- Shortly after the 1989 VIC closed comp in made a mental note to be more respectful 
mance glider. Then, armed with the ap- December a gaggle of pilots completed of the conditions in the future. 
propriate rating and a V.B. I ftrmly set my some extraordinary flights. Launching 
sights on conquering the coast. from Spion, a 200' southerly site lying ?e-

tween Airey's Inlet and Lorne, Steve Kipp 
Being at the right place at the right time flew approximately 66 kms west to Moon-
seemed a rather elusive occurrence light Bay almost at the tip of Cape Otway 
which, I imagine, has frustrated many and became the ftrst to complete the feat. 
before me. A good easterly component to On the same day Myles Nott, Shane 
the wind is required to achieve reasonable Gleason and Mark Pike flew to Apollo 
distances along the coast and this seems Bay and just beyond: The conditi~ns 
relatively rare, although more likely atthe were said to be qUIte unstable WIth 
beginning/end of the flying season. The moderate S.E. winds and Steve gained 
89/90 season did provide perhaps un- height at the leading edge of cloud. Quite 

. a day! The coast had 
Bruce Harrop flying at Spion Kop -p. hy Hemz yielded another mile-

Bohner stone. Before that Wes 
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Hill was the ftrst to do 
the same route in 
reverse, flying Apollo 
Bay to Spion (see 
NOV'86) and others 
have flown various sec
tions of the coast since 
then. 

With these flights as in
spiration I began watch
ing for and chasing 
possibly favourable 
conditions only to be 
disappointed on many 
occasions. However, 
the ftrst of my attempts 
at coastal distance saw 
me launch at Winki, 
Bells Beach in a 
strengthening E/ENE 
and land 45 minutes 
later in an offshore 
rotor beyond Spion. 
The flight was very 
straightforward and 
easy, crossing the Addis 
and Roadknight Points 
above 1000'. In fact I 
virtually flew straight 
and level at 1000' from 

SKYSAILOR 

On many occasions while flying at Spion I 
have had around 1500' at Eastern View 
and still been unable to make the crossing 
to Clarke's Hill and Cinema Pt. due to the 
predominant SSW winds. However, once 
I was only maintaining 600' at Eastern 
View with a light SE wind in mildly un
stable conditions and I decided to fly 
towards Cinema Pt. until my sink alarm 
sounded at 300 fpm down. Well it didn't 
and I arrived there at around 300' just 
above the road with a meak but nonethe
less pleasant beep to assure me that I 
wasn't going down, just yet anyway! Fro~ 
there it was basically a slow but steady mID 

sink flight following the contours to a max 
height of 650' all the way to Lorne. I 
should mention at this stage that for all of 
these flights I had the assistance of my 
very supportive, lovely wife Tracey who 
does a great job driving. 

The very next day Wednesday 7 February 
I awoke to a forecast of light to moderate 
SE wind with afternoon seabreezes (see 
synoptic charts for period). The tide was 
to be low at around 1400 hrs - perfect for 
a coastal run. I decided that the coast 
beyond Spion would be eminently 
soarable so, provided that I could reach 
Spion, a take-off from Winki would add 
another 20 kms to the total distance. So 
off to Winki and on the way K-ROCK 
95.5. FM weather gave the present wind 
on the bay as ESE 12 kt - perfect! 

See figures 1a and 1b next page. 

We, that's Tracey, Rebecca (our 4 y.o.) 
and I arrived at Winki at 1330 to ftnd a 
5-10 mph E'ly blowing. Although unfly
able I knew/hoped it would improve with 
the seabreeze so used the time to set up 
the "diver". By 1430 it was 20 mph and I 
was eager to take-off. Fifteen minutes 
later I leapt into the air, now moving at 25 
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mph. A small beat left after take-off saw 
me at 300' so with full V.B. I turned 
towards Angelsea. Crossing the gaps was 
easy and I arrived at Pt. Addis with 800' 
so I continued to Pt. Roadknight, losing 
height the length of Eumerella with a tail
wind. My altimeter showed 500' at 
Roadknight so I turned into the wind to 
gain more height for the run to Urquart's 
Bluff. By now the wind had increased to 
perhaps 30 mph. The whitecaps and 
windlines were very pronounced and to 
gain sufficient height took some time with 
quite a bit of porpoising required to stay 
in the optimum lift as height was gained. 

With 1100' I turned downwind again and 
pointed directly at Urquart's Bluff. Un
like my previous flight along this stretch I 
could not maintain height, although with 
the greater tailwind component I still 
managed to retain 500' at Urquart's, how
ever continued to lose height until I was 
only at takeoff height at Boundary Road. 
The cliffs along this section to the ligh
thouse are very low at around 100' and 
with the strong wind much of my potential 
was being exhausted just keeping ahead 
of the ridge. I slowly crabbed along the 
cliffs, with their irregular angles, arriving 
at the lighthouse after a flight of ap
proximately one hour. Unable to climb 
above 300' and equally unable to believe 
this to be sufficient height to glide without 
lift to Spion, I was to spend 45 minutes at 
the lighthouse trying everything to get 
higher or hoping for the conditions to 
ease. 

With neither appearing to be imminent, 
the wind now steady at around 30 mph, my 
arms getting tired and the tide rising, I 
decided that the flight was likely to end on 
the beach at Airey's Inlet. It was worth 
the attempt to get to Spion though. So 
again I turned tail and pulled the bar in to 
best LID - the groundspeed was 
phenomenal - and I followed the dunes 
until crossing the road and powerline at 
approximately 100' before the Fairhaven 
SLSC to utilize each and every little 
easterly face until arriving at Spion at 
take-off height. An arcing turn toward 
the ridge was then necessary to put my left 
wingtip as close as possible barely in the 
lift band on the SE face to the left of 
take-off. · I knew then, with the vario beep
ing, that the rest of the coast was at my 
fmgertips because looking westward be
hind me the coastal peaks rose to above 
2000'. 

I virtually levitated to 500' at Spion in no 
time, then turned for practically the last 
time to simple point toward each easterly 
facing ridge. I passed Eastern View at 
750', Clarke's Hill 1700' and Cinema Pt. 
at 2000'. Up until then the sky had been 
clear and the conditions very stable. 
However, from Cinema Pt. overcast 
stratocumulus cloud with a base at 1200' 
shadowed the coast. It was a very eery 
feeling flying from brilliant sunshine into 
gloomy shadow with only the steady 
chirping of my vario as company as then I 
was well and truly outrunning my 
groundborne wife stuck with traffic, wind
ing roads and our carsick daughter. 

As if in tune with my own feelings of 
reservation, the flying conditions were 
also to change. I rounded Lome at 2200' 
only 15 minutes after leaving the ligh
thouse at Airey's and encountered the 
turbulence which was to get more severe 
the further west I flew. I quickly realised 
that the turbulence was associated with an 
inversion, keeping lower conditions 
stable but unstable above, with towering 
development of the cloud and insane lift. 
Even with the bar stuffed to my knees I 
managed to go up to and maintain ap
proximately 2600' flying at the leading 
edge of the orographic cloud. By then I 
had passed Wye and Kennett Rivers 
which were melded into one small blur of 
dull sand, registering only as possible 
landing zones. Cape Patton was looming 
ahead, however, the cloud did not follow 
the coast around the corner but simply 
continued in a straight line seaward. I 
followed the cloud beyond Patton to 
around 3 kms out to sea until I was at risk 
of losing sight of the shore under the edge 
of the cloudbase. At this stage the mois
ture in the air was wetting my grip, the 
turbulence was taking my weight out of 
my harness with sharp jolts and I feared 
that the basebar, still at my knees, would 
be ripped from my bare hands. The 
adrenalin high-level light was now bright
lyaglow! 

I dared not ease the basebar out as the 
resultant climb would have me viewing 
only the cloud and the seething 
windblown sea below. My overtaxed 
pacemaker was beginning to emit smoke 

FIG. la 
WED 7FEB 
synoptic 

Chart and forecast for 
(note not a forecast 
for the day.) 

GEELONG: Fine apart from a shower or 
two. A cool day with cloudy periods and a light 
to moderate south-easterly wind and afternoon 
seabreezes. Expected top temperature of 24 
degrees. 

FIG. Ib Actual synoptic for 
the day. Note more easterly 
gradient and suggestion of 
instability with "dip" in the 
isobars. 

~, :=:' f ' ·24~· r7 
1'0 0.-: -
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so I decided to turn back towards Patton 
and the coast. To my horror though, I 
gained 400' in the 180 degree turn and 
found myself surrounded by cloud which 
had formed upwind out to sea. What to 
do next?! In my moment of panic I 
pondered whether the wind would blow 
me back to the shore if I needed to deploy 
my 'chute and dared not consider any 
further the idea of flying directly towards 
the coast which would have had me enter 
the cloud still climbing. So the only op
tion available was to keep the bar in and 
bank over to 60 AOB and hold the diver 
in a steep sideslip. Even this seemed to 
produce only a marginal ROD and it took 
forever and many 360's until I saw land 
from under the cloudbase. 

Then I made a bee-line direct for the 
beach, arriving over terra-firma at 800' 
between Skene's Creek and Apollo Bay. 
The wind was blowing straight along the 
beach at around 15 mph so it was then a 
tailwind run until turning to land directly 
in front of the Seafarer's Lodge. It had 
only taken 45 minutes from the lighthouse 
at Airey's to landing at Apollo Bay with a 
total flight time of approximately 2.5 
hours and a distance of 68 kms from 
Winki. 

So the great West Coast 
had reluctantly relin- r---------- ---------------------------------------------: 
quished yet another his- : "01' Eagle Eyes" flight glasses 
toricalmilestone. I was ! $105 plain, $145 prescription, $165 Bi-focal 
elated to have ac- : Wrap-around, metal or plastic frames 
complished the flight, ! 
however grateful to : Electronic Tow Meters - $185 

have my feet safely on : North Coast Avionics 
dry land. A holiday- : 
maker on the beach : Denis Cummings 
when I landed assisted ! PO Box 741 
and asked whether I had : Byron Bay 2481 
taken off from! Ph (066) 856287 ; 
Mariner's Lookout. L. •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• J 
When I mentioned Tor-
quay his jaw dropped in amazement as 
Apollo Bay ·was dark with overcast and a 
dull windswept beach. It was difficult to 
remember the clear sunny sky I had 
launched into at Winki. The flight was 
also nothing like I had imagined. Instead 
of cruising at road level, each lookout 
visible and crossing gaps constantly con
sidering each possible landing zone, the 
entire coast beyond Cinema Pt. was a 
dark mass, the sand hard to distinguish 
due to the height and speed of flight. 

I have included the synoptic charts of the 
period as a guide to favourable conditions 
for anyone interested in flying some of the 

most spectacular coast Victoria has to 
offer. I would also like to thank my wife 
Tracey for her patient and unselfish 
ground support, also Bob Ruge and Rob 
VDK for their invaluable advise. The 
Mount Defiance run (Lome to Kennett 
River and beyond) is included in the Vic
torian site guide and the Advanced rating 
should be respected. For those who do 
attempt such coastal flying I strongly 
recommend two-way coroms and a reli
able ground crew keeping ahead 
preferably. I look forward to the chance 
of such a flight again and hope to find 
company airborne in the future. 

FLY HIGH, FAR and FAST. 

FIG. 2a Victoria's West Coast - 1:500 000 Topographic. 
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FIG. 2b Elevation view of flight. 
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Results of 
The World Hang 

Gliding 
Championships 

Brazil- 1991 
1st Tomas Suchenek Ch 
2nd Pepe Lopes Brazil 
3rd Paulo Coelho Brazil 
4th John Pendry UK 
5th Jim Lee USA 
6th Peter Harvey UK 
7th Rob Whittall UK 

Team Results 

1st Great Britain 
2nd Brazil 
3rd USA 
4th Australia 
5th Switzerland 
6th France 
7th Japan 
8th Germany 
9th Norway 
10th USSR 

April 1991 

Notification Of 
Q.H.G.A S/E Region 

AGM 
The Executive of QHGA Inc wish 
to advise members of QHGA SIB 
Region that there will be an An
nual General Meeting held in the 
Canungra Hotel on Saturday night 
May 11th 1991 at 7:30pm sharp. 

We also wish to advise club and 
regional representatives of Byron 
BAY H.G.C., Sunshine Coast 
H.G.C. and their members to at
tend this meeting to have their say 
and votes tabled on the night. 

We will be organizing an inter
club mini comp on the weekend 
(just for fun) at either Beechmont 
or Mt Tamborine followed by the 
A.G.M. and a B.B.Q and light 
entertaInment afterwards. 

However, if you are not able to 
make it to Canungra that 
weekend, please forward your 
proxy vote to Q.H.G.A postal ad
dress so that your vote can be 
recorded. 

Results of the AGM will be pub
lished in next months Skysailor. 

Dave Marsh 
QHGA Secretary 

Judy Owens leans into launch, SA - p. by Herman Stampke 



No.1 

Date: 7th October 1990 
Site: Rosins Lookout - Beechmont 
Conditions: 10-15 knots SSE, Overcast 
Pilot: Brenda Kerr - Novice 40 hours 
Wing: Foil 150B Race 
Glider Damage: Broken Leading Edge and Keel 
Pilot Injury: Broke and dislocated vertebrae T4 

Broke vertebrae T6, T7, T8 
Broke shoulder blade and nose 
Damage to ribs 

When I read through this accident report I really 
don't know why I was flying the day of my accident. 
But there were quite a few people flying on this day 
and it is so easy to overlook small complications that 
can perhaps all add up to a major fault. As I read 
in an old hang gliding book: "The sky is not in
herently dangerous, but like the sea is terribly un
forgiving of errors in judgement." 

I launched around 4.00 pm. The air was smooth but 
a fair bit off to the south making the landing pad
docks rough. I was wearing prescription glasses for 
the first time and my hang loops were moved for
ward causing the glider to fly too fast. I was able to 
easily compensate pushing the control bar forward. 
I was nervy whilst flying and not much height was 
able to be gained so decided to land as soon as I got 
the height. Approach to the paddock was good and 
I had plenty of speed. I unzipped my harness, took 
off my glasses and remember dropping heavily 
through some rough air, and making corrections. 
From here is a blank. A pilot who landed shortly 
before me saw a good approach but no attempt for 
the glider to flare. 

A variety of things contributed to the accident. I 
was wearing prescription glasses for the first time 
and was not used to them, the glider was trimmed 
too fast, air to the landing paddock was rough, the 
landing paddock was a little up hill, but mostly I 
lacked confidence and experience in this glider. My 
previous glider was a Gyro II. 

Numerous things may have happened. I may have 
just blacked out. When releasil1g pressure on the 
control bar to wash off speed I forgot to correct for 
the accelerated trim speed and the uphill slope, 
flying into the ground. I may have hit bad air and 
weightlessness causing the glider to not respond. I 
feel my biggest mistake was lack of experience and 
confidence on the day. 

The base bar hit the ground, nosing the glider in. 
My head broke the keel and the flection broke my 
back causing complete paraplegia from the chest 
down. 

No.2 

Pilot: 
Rating: 
Glider: 
Date: 
Site: 
Conditions: 

Barry Clapham 
Advance 
Combat 
3.12.91 
Bowenville, Darling Downs Qld 
SE, gusting up to 20kts (cross 
left to right) 

Pilot Injury: Slight sprain to left foot 
Glider damage: Extensive, a bloody mess 

A small group of us went towing with the ATOL 
system for the weekend. There was what looked to 
be a reasonable break in the weather, for the first 
time in weeks. Saturday, however, the wind was very 
strong from the SE and very late in the afternoon 
one of us took off for a tow but conditions were far 
from comfortable with the wind gusting up to 20 kts 
and slightly cross from left to right. No one else flew 
that day. 
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Sunday at 7 am conditions seemed to be following 
the trend of the previous day so we set out early. At 
around 8 am I was set up and ready to go for my first 
ATOL tow. I had no previous ATOL experience 
but have aero-towed and done quite a bit of car 
towing. I had the correct bridle. and release system 
and although the wind was obviously picking up I 
felt quite comfortable with conditions. 

Takeoff was smooth but it was evident that the wind 
was stronger than I had gauged. I was still in control 
and it was a smooth tow. At about 850 feet (that 
was when I last looked at my altimeter) the kite 
locked out very suddenly and I was unable to reach 
my release. I must point out that there was no real 
warning and until this point the tow had gone as 
scheduled. I was unable to control the hang glider 
as I went into two flat spins (still attached to the 
rope) and from what I was told later by the wit
nesses, two consecutive loops. 

At this point the glider broke up (cross-bars first, 
I'm fairly certain). Whilst the glider was stabilising 
(if you could call it that), I pulled my parachute 
deployment bag and waited till I saw blue sky and 
threw it. The parachute deployed well by which 
time I was fairly close to the ground. There was not 
chance of climbing into the wreckage of the glider. 
I put my feet together just before landing and rolled 
over onto my side. Luckily, it was a nice large, flat 
ploughed paddock. The only injury to myself was a 
slightly sprained foot which was good enough to 
play tennis on, on the following Wednesday. 

The glider was extensively damaged with compound 
fractures to both leading edges with jagged bits of 
tubing protruding from sail cloth and mylar etc. 

I have been over the events leading up to this acci
dent and with a previously good safety record, I 
deem that I made a very bad error in judging the 
conditions which were too strong taking into ac
count the wind gradient. I also feel that I should 
have been able to release at anyone time but the 
fact was that in the first of the flat spins the release 
was put further out of my reach and as I was ac
celerating all the time there was no second chance. 

The weak-link was later tested to breaking point 
and snapped at 240 Ibs per square inch which goes 
to show that in some circumstances the weak-link 
does fail (I was still attached to the rope on landing). 
Anyway I'm still in one piece although a few 
thousand dollars lighter in the hip pocket. 

In summary it's a cliche but there are times in 
everyone's flying career that their judgement of the 
conditions is severely clouded and degraded by the 
amount of.tiJru:., ~~, tffuI1 etc etc they 
have sacrificed to go flying. Let me tell you, its never 
worth the risk, take time out and think about what 
you're doing. 

Upon talking to other pilots who are more ex
perienced with the ATOL system, it is common 
practice to have a piece of cord tied from the release 
to the base bar so in the event of a lock out or a 1800 

tum the release will happen automatically. This is 
a simple and very easy safeguard. Its a shame this 
pilot didn't take such a precaution. Such a precau
tion, in my opinion, is "absolutely necessau" when 
towing! 
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Fatality in Brazil 

Yair Shachar, one of Israel's top hang 
glider and paraglider pilots, was killed in 
a tragic accident in Brazil on February 
19th. While preparing for the World 
Hang Gliding Championships, taking 
place at that time, Yair was standing near 
a cafeteria with members of the Israeli 
team, observing some other pilots in the 
air. Suddenly one glider hit a high voltage 
wire, which snapped and fell downwards, 
hitting Yair and killing him instantly. 

We at APCD Aviation mourn the sense
less loss of this promising young man. 
Yair, 28, was an up and coming "Sport 
Aviation Businessman", solidifying his 
piloting excellence with a fast growing 
paragliding school. Yair worked closely 
with us at APCD. He was a member of 
the Israeli Hang Gliding League and 
piloted our products in several Interna
tional Competitions. He took 6th place in 
the European 1990 Championships in 
Kranskagora, Yugoslavia. 

In late 1988 he founded Israel's first 
paragliding school named "Zoom". 
Together with Paula, his Dutch love and 
companion, Yair trained the core of Is
raeli paragliding public, and was among 
the founders of the Israeli Paragliding 
Association. He was one of APCD's test 
pilots for our Hilite paraglider line and his 
opinion and comments were well 
respected. Israel's hang glider and 
paraglider pilot community is a tightly 
knit group of individuals and Yair was one 
of the leaders, in all respects. 

APCD extends our deep condolences to 
Paula and to Yair's family. He will be 
sorely missed. 

Mr and Mrs Anatoly Cohn 
APCO Aviation Ltd 
Israel 
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News from Israel 
Flights ... 

A 210 km flight in the Owens Valley was recorded by Israeli hang 
glider pilot, Ramy Yanetz, on July 3,1990. Ramy flew 8 hours 
between Horseshoe and Mina Nevada, reaching a maximum 
altitude of 4500 m. He flew a Santana SRC, equipped with EVG 
(Electric Variable Geometry) and wore a J etstream, all manufac
tured by APCO Aviation Ltd. of Netanya, Israel. The previous 
Israeli distance record was 165 km, set by Tal Avron, also flying 
an APCO Santana, in May 1989. Ramy is one ofIsrael's top hang 
glider pilots and participated in the World Championships in 
Brazil. 

APCO has added four engineers to its R&D and production staff, 
including Lev Rodovsky, the former head of the Hang Gliding 
Department of the gigantic Russian Antonov Aircraft factory at 
Kiev. This department developed the fmest Sovierwings, includ
ing the Antonov Hang Glider C14/C15 Competition (Slavutitch). 

New Products •.• 

APCO is releasing 3 new paragliders, namely: 
the Starlite, a high performance canopy manufactured in 3 sizes; 
the Hilite III, a further development of the Hilite II and manufac
tured in 4 sizes; and 
the Hilite II 32 Biplace, a tandem paraglider. 

The Mayday 18 is a new emergency system, Which is 29 sqm., and 
a there is also a paragliding version of the Mayday Lopo for hang 
gliding. 

Also available, the Paradise Paragliding Harness, the first to be 
equipped with a back mounted integrated parachute and a side 
deployment handle. This harness is designed to give excellent 
body support and comfort, with greater protection and can be 
used in the Auto Stable Criss-cross variation or with the classic 
straight front webbing connection, modifiable in flight. 

Ed's Note: Further technical data available from Skysailor 

Stu Brown ''Another Day, Another Downtube" -p. Phil 
Noel 

Executive Directors Report #5 • April 1991 

Having just returned from Brazil and the World Champion
ships its been a relief to be greeted with warm blue skies 
without the threat of rain and storms. 

The event was disappointing from both team performance 
and organisation/weather perspectives. However, the team 
gave it their best but were ultimately out flown and placed 
fourth overall with both the British (GOLD) AND U.S. 
(BRONZE) teams displaying greater consistency. the 
Brazilians who took 2nd and 3rd individual medals held 
down the teams silver. 

A full report and result sheet will be ready for next months 
issue. 

The HGF A Management Board have just attended their 
first planning meeting (April 12-14) in Canberra, and a full 
run down of trends and decisions will be available next 
month. 

The last few months of the fmancial year look to be extremely 
hectic, with CAA-AMA TS meetings and negotiations, PHG 
CFI course in Newcastle. The National Instructor Con
ference (Theme "Towing"), regional management boards 
established in NSW and Old, NCD workshop at the AlS, and 
completion of the new Hang Gliding and Paragliding opera-
tions manuals, and the list goes on ...... but of most impor-
tance as we move closer to membership renewal time is that 
HGFA has at last found a permanent office ...... no longer my 
spare bedroom. 

The new postal address for the office will be: 

HGFA 
PO Box 558 
TUMUT NSW 2720 

The new Phone Number will be advised next month but can 
be obtained from directory assistance or by phoning 048 
834180. The new office in the main street of Tumut will be 
open for business as of Tuesday, April 16. 

Please remember that operating a hang glider lower than 
100' and closer than 25mts to people not directly associated 

with take-off or landing operations is 
in breach of CAO 95.8. Recent acci
dents and CAA reports indicate that 
this rule is being blatantly disregarded 
by hang glider and paraglider pilots 
alike. 

There has been much discussion of the 
cost of membership fees this past year, 
but a major insurance claim could 
send those fees rapidly upward due to 
wiping out a spectator or two. Think 
about it next time you have the inclina
tion to buzz the hill. 

Safe flying. 

Ian Jarman (Executive Director) 
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When 'Joy' Can Get In The Way Of Having Fun. 
Rainbow Beach Competition Flyin 1990-91 

Christmas 1990 will be remembered for 
Cyclone Joy, its initial unpending threat 
and its subsequent deluge that inundated 
Queenslands mid-north coast. The 
weekend before Christmas saw a war 
brewing in the Middle East, bushfrres in 
Sydney, storms and hail in Melbourne, air 
craft falling from the sky in Brisbane.and 
a looming cyclone to the north. It looked 
like anything could happen between 
Christmas and New Year, the time of the 
annual Rainbow Beach Competition
Flyin. Still hang glider pilots are generally 
an optimistic group who will often wait to 
see flyable conditions loom out of the 
most hopeless situation, as existed this 
year, but patience was a necessity and 
reward awaited those who persevered. 

The success of the previous year's event 
and the enjoyment had by those who par
ticipated was a positive basis on which to 
build a bigger, brighter and better com
petition. So it was this year with sixty-one 
pilots in all registering over the five days, 
an even larger turn out than the previous 
year. The emphasis was once again on a 
social flyin with a competitive component 
to encourage novice pilots and create a 
challenge for the more advanced pilots. 
Of course once a task is set, human com
petitive nature rears up to bring out the 
best and worst in people. No matter how 
removed they pretend to 'be, especially 
when there are crowns to defend and 

male pride to uphold. Fortunately, this 
year a challenge to male dominance was 
made by Fran Wing and Bronwyn 
Ahearn, who travelled far, showed some 
excellent flying and ruffled a few feathers 
along the way. 

Last year saw little flying at the fabulous 
Carlo Blow, the prevailing south-easter
lies seeing a convoy of four-wheel drives 
working their way along the Freshwater 
track to the long and inviting Teewah 
coast. However, this year the winds 
stayed to the north of east for the 
Christmas - New Year period and al
though tenuously light and accompanied 
by grey skies on most days, the registered 
pilots assembled in the Blow each day to 
await the wind and a task. Local optimist 
Ted McCord came to the fore at each 
morning briefing with words of en
couragement, despite limp windsocks 
facing the opposite direction and local 
instructor Alan Goldsworthy left no 
doubt as to where it would be on given 
enough time. 

Day one saw clear skies and favourable 
conditions greet the assembled group at 
the briefmg point, an excellent turnup of 
pilots registered and took note from com
petition organising supremos AIf "Pop" 
Carter and Dave "Cooky" Cookman. By 
lunchtime most had endured the cardio
vascular stress of the walk into the Blow, 

had set up and were experiencing severe 
melt-down conditions in the famous heat 
tank of the Carlo Blow. Eagle Eyes, 
Bolle,s, Oakleys, Raybans, sunhats and 
fluorescent zinc cream were eagerly 
donned and all were prepared for the task 
tobe set. 

As conditions were on the light side but 
improving, a spot landing was set up and 
first pilot out and back, dead centre, was 
wildcard Steve Johnson, flying for the frrst 
time a borrowed Moyes 'XS'. It was a 
performance unmatched on the day, 
though some close challenges were 
thrown out by Paul Carter, Neil Mersham 
and Ron Van Raalte. By the time the 
assembled field had undertaken the task 
and enjoyed a period of free flying along 
the towering dune faces, an LID run was 
set towards Inskip Point to the north. By 
the time the field set off the wind had 
strengthened, the air was buoyant and 
some expectant smiles adorned many 
flyers faces. 

On the long beach stretch to Inskip Point 
the landed field was widely spaced with 
Paul Carter in his Magic Kiss holing back 
strong 'XS' performances by Tony Giam
michele and Ron Van Raalte, Peter 
Adriaans in his W orId Beater and Fran 
Wing in her controversial 'Foil 140B' 
pseudo-quasi 'Race'. 

The assembled field, Day 3, Carlo Blow, Rainbow Beach Qld 
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Geoff Campbell soaring Teewah -p. Robert Keen 

That evening, bacK at Rainbow Waters 
Holiday Park, the courtesy ten saw the 
'welcome BBQ' attended by all and 
sundry, plus others, and some fine 
sausage eating performances were put in, 
notably by Pizza Dave from Cairns, who 
proved to be a common face in the queue. 
Ample beer supplies and general end of 
the year relief saw the evening come to lift 
and the old twirl the broom trick provided 
some cheap, but hilarious laughs, as feet 
tangled and bodies fell sideways. The 
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night drew on and the hardened collected 
and got down to some serious joke telling, 
imbibing and group dynamics, where 
once again some outstanding performan
ces were noted. 

Day two provided a grey joyless day of 
dubious intent, but the positive words of 
local Ted McCord lifted the spirits of the 
assembled enough to once again face the 
haul into the Blow and await the condi
tions to improve. Some of us were for-

photo by Robert Keen 
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tunate that morning, whilst trying to sum
mon our enthusiasm and energy, to par
take in tea and scones at Jan and Ted 
McCord's, a fluffy tray, beating a vora
cious and intent group of scone eaters. 
Meanwhile back in the blow, conditions 
had improved, allowing a pass and touch 
task, but a permanent lull in the wind saw 
a number of beach bombouts and face 
landings of dubious success. The rest of 
the day provided disappointment and a 
final pre-dusk glide to the beach saw an 
odd assortment of landings in and 
amongst the sea, sand, bath~rs, fishermen 
and four wheel drives. 

Day three saw no improvement, as 'Joy's' 
influence spread along the Queensland 
coast, but in a fine performance of posi
tive thought in action, the field once again 
set forth with less eager steps to the Carlo 
Blow. It was a fruitless day that passed 
with more talk than action and proved 
that hang glider pilots can enjoy talking 
about flying as much as getting airborne. 

Day four arrived and lifted sagging spirits, 
it looks as though it was on, despite over
cast conditions and rain lurking off in the 
distance. Whilst conditions did prevail, a 
speed run towards Double Island point 
and back into the Blow saw Fran Wing 
blitz the boys, edging ahead of Neil Mer
sham and Paul Carter. John Fielder and 
Alan Goldworthy tied in their times and 
showed how close the field was placed. 
As the conditions deteriorated and a fine 
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rain swept in to dampen spirits, it 
was decided to evacuate and ex
ecute a beach spot landing. Nev 
Warner, Tim Barker in his pristine 
'Combat' and Les Carter in his 
'Vision' focussed in on the target 
and scored points for the closest in 
their prospective classes. A gritty, 
abrasive and soggy pack up was 
made slightly more tolerable by the 
prospect of another club funded 
BBQ that evening. 

In a demonstration of the principle 
that if you wait long enough you will 
be rewarded. The final day arrived 
with clear skies and a perfect wind, it was 
the reward for perseverance. In the spirit 
of the day, flyers were set up and airborne 
before the days tasks had been set. Once 
again the UV protection was donned, 
water bottles filled and umbrellas erected 
in expectation of a long day. The first 
task, a spot landing, saw strong perfor
mances by a well practiced Greg New
man, in the advanced section, Dick Lys in 
the intermediate and Russell Heath in the 
novice. 

The speed run down the beach and back 
into the Blow saw some desperate flying 
with a gutsy wing tip sliding turn through 
the gate by a sausage fuelled Pizza Dave, 
to take the fastest time from Paul Carter 
and Greg Newnham. Fran Wing once 
again proved a strong contender in the 
intermediate section and Nick Gahan in 
the novice section once again showed his 
consistency. The fmal task ofthe day and 

competition was a poetic run into the set
ting sun along the beach to Inskip Point. 
Taking advantage of unusual atmospheric 
conditions, Paul Carter used cloud suck 
to gain enough altitude to take a ftrm hold 
on his advanced section crown, with the 
longest run. Greg Newman, Tony Giam
michele, Andrew Atkinson, Fran Wing, 
Nick Gahan and Russell Heath stamped 
ownership on their placings with strong 
performances also. 

The competition had now ended with lit
tle or no incident or injury and enough 
scoring tasks had been undertaken to 
determine placings in each class. It was 
now New Years Eve and home for the 
'End of Competition BBQ' and Presenta
tion. With the strength of sponsorship 
and impressive array of trophies and 
prizes was able to be awarded to class 
winners, and to those who had, in some 
area, showed distinction. the evening 
then drifted into celebration mode as the 

The Winning Brigade 
Front Row: Gary Higgins, Nick Graham, Dave Redman, Russell Heath 
Back Row: Greg Newnham, Neil Mersham, Paul Carter, John Fielder, 

Andrew Atkinson, Fran Wing 
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new year was greeted and the competition 
closed, it had been another successful 
year. 

Special thanks are due to the enduring 
nature and tolerance of Beth, J anine, J ac
qui, Kay, Greg, Denise, Kirsty, Jeanette 
and all those others who helped out along 
the way. 

Special thanks and support provided by 
our Sponsors. 

1. Rainbow Beach Caravan Park 
2. Rainbow Beach Service Station 
3. Rainbow Beach General Store 
4. Rainbow Waters Holiday Park 
5. Rainbow Meats 
6. Rainbow Supermarket 'Mamas' 
7. Rainbow Beach Hotel Motel 
8. Gazebo Gardens Resort Motel 
9. Mikado Motor Inn 
10. Aerial Technics 
11. Sjostrom Electronic Systems 
12. Airborne Windsports 
13. Town and Country Toyota 
14. Northcoast Nissan 
15. Martin Jonkers Toyota 
16. Castlemaine Perkins Ltd 
17. Sheraton Noosa Resort 
18. Hertz Australia 
19. Moyes Delta Gliders 
20. Suncoast Hang Gliders 

Placings 

Advanced 

1st Paul Carter 
2nd Greg Newhnam 
3rd Neil Mersham 

Intermediate 

Magic Kiss 
MoyesXS 
MoyesXS 

1st Fran Wing Foill40B 
2nd Andrew Atkinson Moyes XS 
3rd John Fielder Aero 

Novice 

1st Nick Gahan 
2nd Dave Redman 
3rd Russell Heath 

Meteor 
Mission 
MoyesGT 
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The 1990 Manufacturers' League Meet by Nick Kennedy 

The Meet was held September I-7th in 
Telluride, Colorado. A red hot interna
tional field attended, with competitors 
from Australia, Brazil, Japan, Mexico and 
Russia. Going through the list of 
registered pilots, we were pleased to see 
that there were many of the world's top 
pilots in attendance; the contest could 
easily be won by as many as 20 pilots. Tbis 
was an important meet, as the 1991 US 
World Team was fmalised through tbis 
last major points meet ofthe year. 

A very interesting aspect of the contest 
was the contrasting terrain the contest
ants flew over. All tasks originated high 
above Telluride, at the Gold Hill launch, 
12,250 ft ASL. All goals were called out
side of the Telluride valley. This gave 
pilots a variety of contrasting conditions 
from the bigh mountains, then out to the 
bigh mesas and flatlands. A task commit
tee of Nelson Howe, Dave Sharp, Larry 
Tudor, Tony Barton and Nick Kennedy 

made the calls. All tasks were ap
propriately called, with a typical comple
tion percentage of about 20-30%. After a 
pilot briefmg in the Telluride Town Park 
Saturday morning, there was nothing left 
to do but make the trip up the hill and go 
flying! 

Day 1, goal - Norwood Airport, 53.8 kms 
with no turn points. Saturday morning 
greeted pilots with calm conditions on 
launch with a forecast southerly com
ponent above 15,000'. A straight line task 
almost due west was an interesting 1st day 
call. Few pilot had ever flown west from 
Telluride due to the almost constant 
westerly flow. Abundant landing areas 
and retrieval routes on tbis task soon 
made it a favourite. The drill was to get 
up at launch and either head straight out 
on course or turn to the north and fly up 
the Sneffels mountain range. Tbis range 
proved to be a good bigh speed route, 
although slightly longer. Pilots reported 

strong conditions along the entire route. 
Goal could have been attained by a sub
stantially greater percentage of pilots, but 
many simply raced themselves into the 
ground short of the finish. 

12 fmishers with Koji 1st, Swanson 2nd, 
Drew Cooper 3rd, Reynolds 4th and Lee 
5th. 

Day 2, goal - Ouray cemetary, 70.3 kms 
with Iron Springs Mesa Schoolhouse 
turnpoint and Ridgway watertank 
turnpoint. 

Sunday morning, again greeted pilots 
with very little or no wind on Gold Hill. 
This caused many close scrapes on 
launch, but everyone did manage to get 
away: A slow moving, moist, unstable air
mass had moved into the contest area 
overnight and the forecast was for slightly 
overdeveloped conditions early. With 
tbis in mind the task committee selected 

GARRY STEVENSON 
34 Cambra Road, Belmont,GEELONG, Vic. 

Ph 018 351 389, AH/Fax 052 432185 

Onshore Paragliders are pleased to announce a range of fully 
certified paragliders for 1991. 

Manufactured by Paracond Corporation and currently being sold in 
Europe, The U.S.A., and Japan. The prime concern is safety first and 

performance second. All paragliders have passed the certification 
standards of Gutesiegel (Germ./Swit.), PI (Jap.) and Acfpuls(Fr.). 

For the complete beginner. Easy to launch and fly. Modest performance with pricing to match, the Jet and Duck models are 
a good point to start. More than 2500 sold over the last 3 years, the paraglider has proved an ideal learning canopy. Priced 
from $1790-2040. 

For the beginner/intermediate pilot. Just as easy to launch and fly as the Jet and Duck but with a glide ratio of 5:1. The 
FD/Jaguar is forgiving enough to be used by complete beginners and continue with enough 
performance to satisfy intermediate pilots. 4800 sold over the last two years. Also available in polyester and priced from 
$2245-2395. 

For intermediate pilots who demand a paraglider to suit all conditions. The Psychic canopy has exceptional wind penetration 
and stability in strong gusty conditions. Whether ridge soaring or thermalling, the Psychic is a very versatile paraglider. 1000 
sold since 1989. Priced from $2490-2575. 

Stop Press!!! New Release! For intermediate pilots, a brand new design this year. Exceptionally safe and stable with good 
performance. The GP comes in three sizes: 22 to 27 sq metres. From $2690. 

For the ultimate in performance the Malibu has few peers. A glide ratio of 6.1:1 on the Malibu 21 ensures lift on the lightest 
breeze. It can be ridge soared on as little as 5-8 knts! Accelerator system allows good penetration in stronger winds. An 
exceptional thermalling paraglider the Malibu is for the pilot who demands the best possible performance without sacrificing 
safety from the latest designs. Available only since last year, 450 Malibu's have been sold already. Priced from $2925-$3045. 

April 1991 

Also available, Tandem and Competition Models 
Demonstration model Pshyic including harness and rucksack $1990 
A Recreational Paragliding Licence Is Required For Any Purchase 
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a course that would take competitors out 
of the mountains and the predicted over 
development. Jim Lee smoked the 
course with a sizzling 90 minute time and 
with it moved into 1st place. Montana's 
Peter Swanson had another good day and 
remained in' 2nd place. The day did in 
fact 00 slightly, but soon conditions mel
lowed slightly and it turned out to be a 
beautiful autumn afternoon. After a good 
day of flying, many pilots enjoyed soaking 
at Orvis Hot Springs, just down the road 
from launch. 

16 fmishers with Lee 1st, S zal ai, 2nd, 
Coelho 3rd, Swanson 4th, Fujisawa 5th. 

Day 3, goal- Norwood airport 53.7 kms. 

After a giant Cu-Nim developed on 
course, Safety Director Rusty Whitly did 
his job and black flagged the day. There 
was no bickering over the decision, it was 
plain to see that conditions were 
dangerous and not likely to improve. 
Shortly after the day was scrubbed, a par
ticularly electric cell moved through the 
Gold Hill area. Pilots who elected to 
remain on the ridge were treated to a 
shocking experience. After the drive 
down the hill, pilots explored some of the 
amenities Telluride has to offer. Food 
and unescorted young women seemed to 
be the main attraction, although not 
necessarily in that order. 

Day 4, Task 3 - north to the Colona Barn 
turn point then south back to the Ouray 
cemetary goal. 75.1 kms 

At the morning pilot briefing skies were 
generally c1eax:, but once again the 
weather forecast called for fairly early 
development. In the interest to get as 
many valid rounds in as possible we all 
hurried up to launch and quickly set-up, 
anticipating an early window. Again the 
plan was to get up and leave the over
developing mountains. This turned out to 
be a great advantage; leaving the high 
peaks and heading out to the flatlands. 
Nearly everyone who launched early 
enough had no problems heading out on 
course, with nearly everyone getting to at 
least the first turnpoint. A few late 
starters had just a mouse-trap keyhole to 
fly through, as the c10udbase slowly 
lowered over the Sneffels Range. Drew 
Cooper used his honed flatland skills to 
move into 1st place on a day that really 
shook up the scores. Apparently it was an 
upwind fight to the first turnpoint and 
then a touchy downwind float to goal, 
under quiet gray skies. A Sensor pilot 
provided some action on launch by for
getting to hook-in. He was determined 
not to let go of the glider and when the 
time came to load up the base tube by 
hanging on it, it resulted in a spectacular 
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high speed nose in. Fortunately the pilot 
was OK. 

6 fInishers, Cooper 1st, Koji 2nd, Tudor 
3rd, Lee 4th and Reynolds 5th. 

Day 5 was called off due to rain early in 
the day. At noon a decision was made to 
cancel the day in the interest to only have 
valid contest days. 

Day 6, Task 4 - Norwood Airport 53.8 kms 

The contest area was still under the in
fluence of a small but persistent weather 
system. The ride up to launch was less 
than optimistic, over developed condi
tions. The sector out to the west ap
peared to hold the most hope for a good, 
valid task and the Norwood airport was 
selected. Tony Barton put the hammer 
down and came up just short to win the 
day. Over development again plagued 
the day and subsequent grey skies shut 
down most of the thermal activity, A 
large group of pilots landed together, ap
parently all gliding into a dead sky from 
the last area of workable lift. 

Once again the bars in Telluride were 
filled with pilots. The Australians were in 
prime form, keeping the local ladies on 
their toes. 

Day 7, Task 5 - Norwood Airport 53.8 kms 

Our weather forecast was for slightly 
direr conditions but still the possibility of 
some over development. The same moist 
unstable air mass remained over the con
test vicinity and the day did deliver classic 
Colorado cross country conditions. The 
day proved to be action packed. Big lift 
high on the scale was experienced by most 
pilots. There was also a few big sinkholes 
to keep everyone honest. Lar'ry Tudor 
went down in one of those holes along 
with Terry Reynolds 
and Tony Barton. Drew 
Cooper, in second place 
at the time, was pretty 
excited at goal when he 
heard that Tudor wasn't 
coming in. 

The contest officials 
elected not to announce 
the fmal scores until the 
award ceremony the 
next morning. Friday 
night was fun. The 
scores were real close. 
Most everyone met up 
and partied at the Last 
Dollar Saloon. Several 
pilots were leaving town 
the next day but the 
majority of the pilots 
tuck around the follow-
ing week for the Tel-
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luride Hang Gliding Festival. 

This was the first major cross country 
event held in Telluride and many pilots 
expressed their feelings, that yes, Tel
luride is a good area to hold such contests. 
Hopefully there will be future cross 
country events held there as interest is 
high. 

Rob Kells of Wills Wing Inc graciously 
donated a Z-3 harness, to give to the win
ner of the Sportsmanship Award. All 
contest officials got together and there 
wasn't much of a contest here. "Hungary" 
Joe Szalai displayed the true attitude of a 
sportsman. Joe always had a positive 
word to say, even when the contest wasn't 
going his way. 

Final Scores 
1st Drew Cooper Aus 4382.8 pts 
2nd Jim lee USA 4325.8 
3rd Brad Koji USA 4232.8 
4th Larry Tudor USA 3999.9 
5th Rudy Gotes Mex 3813.7 
5th Fujisawa Japan 3734.6 
7th Dave Adams Aus 3675.7 
8th Dave Sharp USA 3614.7 
9th Chris Arai USA 3605.1 
10th Nelson Howe USA 3601.6 
14th Jon Durand Aus 3091.2 
15th Mark Newland Aus 2918.8 
22nd Danny Scott Aus 2333.8 
23rd James Kater Aus 2300.5 
24th George Tome Aus 2234.5 
29th Toni Noud Aus 367.0 

Team Scores 
1st Wills Wing 
2nd Moyes 
3rd Wills Wing 
4th Enterprise Wing 

1991 Manufacturers League Meet to be 
held July 10th to 17th at Telluride 

I 
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What5 six inches tall 
and works like a charm? 

1 

6" 

the new ICOM IC 40G UHF C.R.S. Transceiver. 
Some people think irs magic the way ICOM manage to pack so many features into such a small 
package. Others think irs a minor miracle ·that ICOM have simplified operation of the IC 40G 
without compromising on a wide range of sophisticated functions. 
ICOMs high sensitivity receiver and full 5 W output ensures longer-distance communications on 
all 40 UHF C.R.S. channels. All these features packed into 6 inches of tough, splash resistant 
construction. Check out the full range of features and options on the new IC 40G at your ICOM 
stockist - we're sure you'll be charmed. 
• Full Scan on all 40 operating channels. 
• Dual watch for monitoring channels other than the one you're on. 
• 1 2 memory channels with memory scan. 
• Power saver during standby. 
• Options include speaker microphones, desk top charger, handsfree headset, battery packs to 

suit conditions. 
*Purchase the Ie 40G before May 30th 1990 and receive a free carry case 

Call1COM on (008) 338 915 for details on ICOM products and your nearest stockist. °1 COM 
Melbourne callers (03) 5297582 . ICOM Australia Pty. Ltd .. 7 Duke Street. Windsor, 318l. 

ICOM Australia's warranty is only applicable to products 
purchased from their authorised Australian Dealers 

L L Bl Own &IAssoaales 3734 

• MARINE. LAND-MOBILE. AVIATION. CB • AMATEUR. MARINE. LAND-MOBILE. AVIATION. CB • AMATEUR. MARINE. LAND-MOBILE. AVIATION. CB • 
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State and Club News 
Queensland 

Canungra Hang Gliding Club 

Despite some wet weather over the last 
couple of months, people have been flying 
almost every weekend, as well as the 
growing group who fly during the week. 
Mostly Beechmont has been on, although 
a few good days at Tamborine have also 
been had. After a long absence, Nobby 
has been seeing a few gliders quite 
regularly. 

Some recent flights of note include Dave 
Staver's flight over the range, Gordo's 
flight over the range as well, and Jon's 
flight to the top of Toowoomba range - I 
think all these would be over 100 km, and 
J on's close to 140 km. These have all been 
from Beechmont. 

The Nobby club has decided to close; 
hopefully most members will join in with 
the Canungra club, and we will have just 
one club for the area. New officers 
elected for the Canungra club for 1991 
include Jon Durand as president and Ken 
Hill as vice, Zupy as treasurer, Dave 
Staver looking after comps, Stuart Lutton 
helping with activities, and myself as 

secretary. Everyone is welcome to con
tribute however, and I'm sure when dif
ferent activities come up we'll all need a 
helping hand. 

Some new signs are going up at Tam
borine, and probably Beechmont .(thanks 
Speedy) giving site details. A remmder to 
visiting pilots that a strict height limit of 
4000' ASL applies to both sites. Talk to 
locals about going over the back and 
height limits to the west. Also, the Ar
cherfield training area covers the valleys 
between Beaudesert and Tamborine, and 
they are flying where we are flying. If it's 
a flyable day locals are usually around, so 
please ask before you go off cross
country. To {iy Nobby talk to Henk or 
Ronald - it is less than 10 km from Am
berly control tower and a height clearance 
DWS1 be obtained before you fly. 

On the flrst Saturday night of each month, 
the club will be having a get-together 
either at Beechmont or Canungra. As 
well as a barbecue we will be organising 
different activities. By now we should 
have had our parachute repacking night 
courtesy of Zupy, our member most ex
perienced at successful deployment. All 
are welcome, BYO everything at this 

Mt Misery, SW of Mt Tamborine, SE Qld -p. stage. See you there! 

Fritz Gewerlh 
Bruce Blackshaw. 

Queensland Hang 
Gliding 

Association Inc 

Much has been happening 
up here recently both with 
flying and behind the 
scenes. Many pilots are 
exceeding their personal 
bests, of note was Dave 
Staver's 130 km flight past 
Warwick, Gordo and 
Trevor Crane have had 
numerous flights to 
Boonah; Trevor even 
managed to catch a lift 
back with an ag pilot - he 
said the flight back made 
hang gliding look tame, or 
something like that! Also 
congrats to all the newer 
pilots going for it. Congrats 
also to the national's team 
(Mort, Benny, Davo, John 
and party) for bringing 
home the club trophy. The 
Byron boys also have been 
heading up the valley and 
arriving on our doorstep, 
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some guys will do anything for a beer! 

The Sunshine club has also been active 
opening new sites and ran a successful 
Rainbow comp - well done to all con
cerned. 

Unfortunately there have been a few ac
cidents as well, including a rather bad 
towing accident involving wind shear. I 
hope to see a report soon? No injuries 
however. 

Behind the scenes all clubs should all have 
received a copy of the requirements for 
club structure under our new region and 
I need any ideas/submissions before the 
mini conference in March. Our new sys
tem will rely heavily on good communica
tion so can all clubs give me a good 
contact including a fax contact ASAP. 

With regard to RAP AC there have been 
a few happenings with submissions by the 
AUF to have amendments to AFIZ 
operations for ultra lights which could 
have implications for hang gliding as well 
as our own submission to rationalise the 
airspace around Tamborine. This fo~~ws 
the expansion of the Archerfleld t!ammg 
area to include a huge chunk of arrspace 
D-4000 west and directly in front of Tam
borine launch. All pilots should be 
vigilant for light aircraft in the area as they 
have also been advised to look out for us; 
I suggest all pilots consult the latest VTC 
for reference. Coincidentally there is 
quite a push to have the old training area 
re-established as Archerfield and other 
groups are not in favour of the new area 
either. 

I also recently met with a consulting com
pany who have been commissioned by 
local government in the Gold Coast area 
to recommend improvements and 
development of aviation in the ar~a. 
Hang gliding comes under close scrutmy 
in this report and the possibilities for 
greater council support are very good 
should the recommendations'be adopted. 

Well that's about all for now and please if 
anybody has any ideas or can offer some 
assistance in running the region, e.g. we 
desperately need to run seminars for in
structors, safety officers and pilots - then 
drop me a line to PO Box 1319 
Springwood, or fax me on (07) 220 0099 
or call me at home on (07) 808 6565. 

Your busy Pres. 
Neil Schaefer. 
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Victoria 
Sky High Club Notes 

Summer saw the coastal bunnies flying off 
in all directions. Everyone had EPIC 
flights with the only injury reported was a 
sprained ankle - well done! 

Early January was an interesting time to 
be flying around Bright. The weather was 
perfect and the visiting Swiss flying team 
gave everyone stiff necks watching their 
canopies disappear on numerous mega 
XC flights. It was very inspiring. We 
were also shown some of the fmer points 
of tow launching by Brian "Flossy" Webb 
and Steve "Big Bird" Thompson during 
their training for the Flatlands. We all 
made the most of the hot summer days to 
improve our maximum height gain and 
XC distances, and team Skyhigh should 
do well in Australian Championships. 
The only complaint from Bright came 
from Richard who couldn't get his wash
ing done before 11.00 pm because all the 
bloodywuffo's had taken over his washing 
machine in HIS Caravan Park. Also don't 
expect your friends to be too pleased 
about providing transport back to take
off after performing a perfect bum fIrst 
landing in the biggest, freshest cow pat in 
the paddock - they just don't want to know 
you! 

Meanwhile back on the coast we held our 
inaugural social flyin. Because of some 
nasty weather the camp was held over two 
weekends, and several West Coast sites 
were used. These sites saw the local 
"Malibu Boys" do rather well, and except 
for one incident which prompted our 
President, the Flying Scott, to mumble 
something about kneecapping - it was a 
great camp. The results are: 
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1st Gary Stevenson 
2nd Mark Davis 
3rd Heinz Bobner 
4th David Timms 
5th Bruce Marrup 

Malibu 1028pts 
Trilair 889pts 
Swing 761pts 
Monach 665pts 
Athlete 565pts 

Trophies and winners' cheques will be 
presented at the next club barby. 

Robin Gauld. 

Western Australia 

Howdy Sandgropers, I trust that everyone 
had an enjoyable Easter with plenty of air 
time. During the past month, some good 
flights have been reported from the 
regular pilots, both inland and coastal. 
Gary Wright flew some 12 km from 
Moore River to the Seabird Tavern on 
17th February, passing over some inter
esting scenery I'm told!!! This site takes 
a WSW breeze and is not much more than 
an hour or so from Perth. It seems that 
some of our more experienced pilots 
know about these sites north of the city 
but interest in them has diminished as 
towing has become more accepted. The 
long weekend in early March gave people 
one of the last changes to get a good fly in 
at Shelleys before it becomes a hit and 
miss thing with the fIckle weather condi
tions down there. Unfortunately that 

weekend was lousy and most people just 
got wet. You win some, you loose some. 

Interest in Canto's is on the up now that 
wester lies are on their way, so its is a good 
idea for people to be reminded of the 
restrictions still in force till the trial 
period ends. Contact yours truly for the 
details. Other news of interest is the club 
glider. We have traded the Mars 170 for 
a 190. This opens up the glider to more 
members as it allows for a wing loading in 
excess of 100kg. Once again contact me 
for bookings. Also, Helmut and Chris 
have come up with a new payout winch 
that they will be selling for between $300 
& $400. If it is anything like their usual 
efforts it will be a quality bit of gear worth 
a lot more than the asking price. In this 
case the asking price doesn't contain any 
profit since the object is to get us towing 
with the safest equipment. 

The March meeting had a turnout in ex
cess of 40 people and we heard how Peter 
Howlet flew the old reliable Magic to vic
tory in the Birdman rally. He won the 
Eagle Award for March for that effort but 
since he wasn't at the meeting we gave it 
to the second place getter (1 vote behind). 
That was Dave Larrson, one of Andrew 
Humphries students, who achieved a 15 
minute thermalling flight without instru
ments, on his first effort. The birdman 
rally also netted Mike Ipkendanz $3000 
for his home made less than 8 m span 
flying thing. The interesting thing about 
Peter's winning flight however, is that he 
twice flew nearly 65 m from a 6 m ramp. 
Better than 10 to 1 glide ratio. Well done 
guys. Gary Wright won the Ring of Con
fIdence Award for his effort of leaving 
Meckering on Saturday to drive to Albany 
to try and get a fly. The boys who stayed 
in the paddock ended up with a few 

Shelley Beach near Albany, WA -p. by Max Browne 
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State and Club News cont ... 
flights, the best being Doug Trent's 33 km 
effort using Gramac's vario. Gary just got 
wet, and of course, the dunny seat. If we 
can fmdit! 

The weekend of 9th & 10th March saw the 
Albany Air Show and George and Marge 
Bignall were amongst the many club 
members who went there. George tells 
me that there were 250 aircraft at the 
show. From airforce Caribous to res
tored vintage WW2 planes. George was 
fortunate enough to get a fly in gliders also 
featured. That is a good function to put 
on the social calendar. 

For those of you who will attend the 
AGM, I would like some ideas on a 
worthwhile raffle prize. We must start 
planning the AGM now since it is an im
portant event and needs to be well at
tended. 

Rob Binedell, one of our Parapente mem
bers, has been working on securing the 
Stirling Ranges as an authorised flying 
spot for his fellow members. I would like 
to thank him for his efforts as I know just 
how much work goes into getting any per
mission from CALM to fly anywhere in 
national park areas. I feel sure that when 
he gets his fmal result, the guys will have 
another brilliant site. Thanks Rob. 

our responsibilities. Hopefully it will all 
settle down again. 

Well t h at's all folks. 
month ..... Hang in there. 

Keith Lush 

Till next 

New South Wales 
Mid North Coast Hang 

Gliding Assn 
Craig reported on Cooplacurripa Cup, a 
success which raised $400, that has since 
been spent on the Piolet Beach Ramp, 
and which we will try to recoup from 
NSWHGA, as we have still to repair 
ramps at Nellies and Middle Brother. 

The Worlds Freestyle Competition has 
failed due to lack of sponsors and will now 
be run as The Australian Freestyle 
CHAMPIONSHIPS, the Mid North 
Coast Club volunteers to provide officials 
and judges. 

Craig is to proceed with the Club being 
Incorporated. 

The main business of the Club has been 
taken up with the threatened loss of Mid
dle Brother, ftrst we were asked to pro
vide indemnity. We explained that as 
members of NSWHGA we were insured 

Finally, all users of Bakewell will need to and if they needed further indemnity to 
get a key from one of several locations specify. The reply to this was that we were 
before they can get up to takeoff. This has illegally occupying the site and to vacate 
been made necessary so that we can con- and pull the ramp down by the 22nd Oc
troI that site for the property owner. I tober, 1990. Pleas that this was our most 
think he feels that we might have forgot-valuable site etc, were to no avail so letters 
ten our manners a little bit. Look out for were sent to the local members. They are 
the new sign on his gate reminding us of looking into it, however, talks with the 
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Australia Day Parade, Kempsey, Mid North Coast HGC with Joe 
Scott in the Sky Limit Trike - p. by Ben Leonard 
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local site Boss have persuaded him from 
fencing us out till they start work on the 
tower - still leaving us access to the south 
west takeoff, and to assume occupancy of 
the south east ramp once the work on the 
tower is complete. In the meantime we 
are to look into the feasibility of opening 
a new takeoff north of the south east 
ramp. It is now ftve months since the work 
was to start and we are still using the site. 

Quotes are to be presented at the next 
meeting on the upgrading of the Palm 
Beach road. 

Informal competitions are to be held 
whenever pilots meet to improve the 
standard and skills and to determine a 
Club Champion. Working bees to be in
formally carried out by pilots before 
flights. 

Copies of the computer print out of the 
members were handed out, so as fellow 
pilots would have names and phone num
bers of nearest fellow pilots. As the Club 
is pretty spread out, it was not done to 
embarrass those who were unfinancial -
that is just the way it happened. 

Next meeting to be on 4th May 1991, Kue 
Golf Club, 7.30pm with a flyin-comp at 
Lee Scotts before 

Ben Leonard to represent the Club at the 
state meeting. 

Secretary, 
Ben Leonard. 

Northern Beaches News 
Well, Summer has officially drawn to a 
close, but the Sunshine on the Northern 
Beaches continues to radiate with joy. 

The March meeting provided a more than 
healthy turnout with even ~ new mem
bers signing up to join our ranks. This is 
heartening and a sure indication that we 
must be doing something right! (By the 
way, thanks to Ian Jarman for the kind 
words in the last Executive Director's 
Report - hope to see you down here soon 
Jarso!). 
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The meeting saw a great slide presenta
tion combining the work of two excellent 
pilot/photographers - the famous Adam 
"Leg Loops" Hunt (where's Miles Craven 
been lately Adam?) and the up and com
ing Glen "Mystery Man" Salmon (who was 
recently voted in as treasurer of the 
Northern Region). The sight of Palm 
Beach and the like from 1000' ASL + is 
breathtaking with a combination of blue 
sky, bluer ocean and full on suburbia 
sprawled right to the edge of our wonder
ful continent. 

Thanks, once again, to Steve Hocking 
whose efforts to administer our sport go 
far beyond the normal call of duty. Steve 
gave us a report of the latest in 
regionalisation. 

now certain that 
regionalisation is well 
underway. 

Sunday the 3rd March 
saw the inaugural 
Central Coast safari led 
by Jungle Jim Dane 
Snelling. This 
pilgrimage is designed to 
introduce Novice/New 
Intermediates to the 
wonders of the Central 
Coast area from For
resters through to 
Merewether. The 
procession of vehicles 
with long, cylindrical 
loads up top threaded its 
way through a light S/E 
to end up back at 
Catherine Hill Bay for a 
flight in the light easterly. 
As usual, the day was a 

success in terms of the knowledge im
parted to the tourists and thanks to Dane 
for the hospitality at his caravan (nice 
Corn Muffms Dane). 

Accident reports seemed to be scarce this 
month - either we're getting better, or 
we're getting embarrassed! Thanks to Ali 
who gave us a side splitting rendition of a 
fellow pilot whom he witnessed do a chan
delle right back into the face of Long 
Reef. Fortunately, neither the (Turkish) 
pilot, nor his (Aero) glider were badly 
damaged. 

Catherine Hill Bay saw the largest 
amount of stalls on take-off I have ever 
seen in one day at one site (apart from 
beginners on sand dunes). Fortunately, 

The Northern Beaches played host to a the bushes are very forgiving. Remember 
meeting of the club reps recently. It is folks, SPEED IS SAFETY and pushing 

Garry Omundsen launching behind the Tug - p. John Trude 
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out can't get you flying if you're not 
moving fast enough to get started! 

Next month will see the introduction of a 
new segment - "WAZZA'S TALL 
TALES & TRUE". "Wazza" Warren 
Warwick, that fastidious and eloquent 
purveyor of tall tales and true will now 
come to you, live, at every meeting. 
"Wazza" has been imported, at great ex
pense, from his long running and success
ful tour from the far reaches of Avalon. If 
nothing else it is now worth joining the 
ever expanding cult that meets in the 
shadows of Long Reef just to hear 
"Wazza" spout out his ritualistic rendi
tions of famous fables like "Did you hear 
how I out thermalled an FA-18" and "Did 
you hear about the day I clawed into a 
wedgie's back above Murmungee and 
ripped into his feathers" and the best one 
of all-"Did you hear how I beat John Hajje 
in a spot landing competition at Bruce 
Barcham's?!". 

Stay tuned folks, for the Northern 
Beaches is where it's at - see you all at the 
next meeting - 1st Tuesday of the month, 
7.30pm at the Dee Why RSL, Pittwater 
Road, Dee Why - everyone welcome. 

In the meantime ............ . 

Stay High & Fly Safe 

John Hajje, President. 

Cudgegong Valley Hang 
Gliding Club 

Garry Omundsen's announcement that it 
was going to be a great weekend initially 
caused great collective dismay - pronoun
cements like this are usually guaranteed 
to put the mocker on any flying trip. 

The week in question was the March 
monthly meeting, one we were particular
ly looking forward to because Bruce Bar
cham had laid ON two days of aero towing 
with the Moyes Boys new ultralight tug. 

On Friday night it rained all the way to 
Lue. A good start. Optimism was still 
rampant however, and the cold light of 
dawn saw us all milling around Rylstone 
airport with a 20 knot southerly heralding 
the inevitable beginning of Garry's curse. 
Bob Bailey, the Tug pilot confirmed our 
fears: too fresh. He said it was hopeless. 
We begged him to take Garry up. 
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State and Club News cont ... 
But it was not to be and all 15 of us 
bundled into a motley assortment of 
4WD's and headed off to Teetree, a site 
where the month before we had had such 
memorable flying. Conditions looked 
good, if occasionally gusty, the cycles 
coming up the shear face and belying the 
turbulence that was waiting for us 100 
metres out from launch. 

In great spirits we nominated R ylstone 
Airport as goal, each of us wondering 
whether we would have the courage to 
leave the ridge; that security blanket that 
holds and traps us all in our early flying 
years. Takeoffs and subsequent dashes 
over to the cliff on our left were interest
ing to say the least with several of us ex
periencing that phenomena where your 
stomach pops up into your mouth for a 
chat. When it leaves and goes downstairs 
again, it takes all the blood in your face 
with it. 

I was first across and alarmed to fmd 
hardly any ridge lift. There was rather 
more East in the wind than first thought 
but a well timed thermal at the end of the 
ridge saved my bacon and prompted a 
rush of lemmings off the launch. Zavier 
was third or fourth off, climbed out imme
diately and headed off to the airport. 
Well, he had done that sort of thing 
before. What followed was a lot of 
procrastination. The thermals were ex
cellent, many of the order of 900 foot a 
minute up. But of course the sink be
tween them was equally severe. We 
watched each other climbing out to 
around 3000 feet repeatedly only to sink 
out to 1000 feet just as quickly. This went 

on for over an hour. Later on we all ad
mitted that we were all waiting to get "just 
100 more feet". 

At some stage I heard someone say, "I'm 
at 2700 feet and going. See you all at the 
airport." Brave soul, I thought. It was 
only when I saw the hill receding in the 
distance that I knew they had been my 
words. I looked towards R ylstone and the 
huge expanse of blue that was completely 
devoid of any white magic. You pinhead, 
I thOUght. It was all downhill - barely a 
bubble before I landed in Rylstone, 9 km 
away. Zavier was by now over the airport 
and sounded very pleased with himself. 
We later heard that he had scraped over 
the fence with his vario reading 1600 foot 
per minute down. 

In succession I heard both Garry and Ian 
Westbrook shrug off the shackles and go 
over the back and from my landing pad
dock I could see them circling over Kan
dos. Phil and Andrew from the 
Newcastle Club were quick to follow with 
John Peters and Ossie from Dubbo com
pleting the gaggle. I watched them for a 
while and then decided to run my glider 
into the wind and towards the gate in the 
corner of the paddock. Rather too 
casually because as I reached a small knoll 
my glider took off and I found myself 
flying fast downhill and needing to land 
(a) in a barbed wire fence, (b) an outcrop 
ofrocks, (c) a cluster of trees, or (d) the 
paved road complete with fences, power 
lines etc. A big flare and groundloop 
turned out to be the best bet and I cursed 
my stupidity. 

Garry Omundsen moments after launching behind the Tug photo 
John Trude 
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The airforce was now starting to dribble 
in. Garry ducked and weaved his way 
through a field of power lines only to fmd 
and have to negotiate a paddock full of 
rocks. Phil arrive with heaps of height for 
going on to the airport but claims he got 
pub suck. I personally think he saw the 
woman riding the horse in a small showr
ing and thought he'd introduce himself in 
style. And a fine display of rotored 
acrobatics it was too. I think the woman 
turned out to be 10. 

A country pub is a wonderful place to land 
near and one by one we all straggled in. 
The worst is having to hear 14 accounts of 
how Zavier made goal. Ah well, another 
day ... 

Zavier's hangover on Sunday did not stop 
us from arriving at Rylstone airport at 
sparrow fart. The wind was perfect and 
the tug was readied. In spite of all we had 
heard about the tug's performance and 
takeoff characteristics we were all a little 
nervous. After a pilot's briefmg from the 
tug's designer and builder, Bob Bailey, 
our fears were largely allayed. An im
mensely quiet person, Bob struck us as 
knowing an enormous amount about 
towing and in particular towing behind 
this ultra slow flying machine. 

To aid a smooth takeoff a special trolley 
has been designed on which the glider is 
positioned. The pilot hangs in prone with 
hands on the base bar and thumbs hooked 
around two nylon straps on the trolley. 
During takeoff the pilot waits until the 
front wheels of the trolley start to lift off 
the ground and at this point the trolley is 
released. 

It's a magical way to fly, silky smooth, and 
has several built in release mechanisms. 
At the first sign of any trouble, such as a 
lock out, the tow line is cast off by the tug 
pilot. Even tandem flying is possible as 
we soon saw. Bruce Barcham has rigged 
up a tandem glider with an undercarriage 
and we watched several students being 
taken up to practice both to~g techni-
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que, and landings. Takeoffs and landings 
are done on the undercarriage. 

One by one we all had a go. Lue, some 25 
km away was designated as goal but most 
were content to fly in the vicinity of the 
strip and line up for another go. I couldn't 
resist the urge to head down wind after 
finding some better than average ther
mals downwind of the strip. More ther
mals turned up at just the right time but 
not enough to get the last 2 km into Lue. 

By the time I got back to the airport the 
conditions seemed to have improved and 
pilots were fighting to get off. Garry was 
first away and quickly proved that the 01' 
Probe was no slouch by fmding a succes
sion of thermals in quick time and head
ing off. Zavier also got away after a top 
display of thermalling. He had locked out 
on takeoff and had been released by the 
tug at only 800 feet. That and taking time 
to fly back over the takeoff area to drop 
the tow rope. Ian, John Peters and I fol
lowed in quick succession, as over the 
radio we heard that Garry had made goal. 

The comp was on. My game plan was to 
try to make it to a small hill about 5 km 
downwind of the airport where in the 
morning I'd found good action. On the 
way I saw Ian's fluro green sail on the deck 
and I silently thanked Bob for the thermal 
he had dropped me in. That extra 500 feet 
might prove to be decisive. 

Ian was tantalizing close to the hill that 
would have saved his skin. The sun was 
on the back side and as I passed along side 
the hill I was getting dangerously low. At 
about this time I heard Zavier armounce 
he was landing at goal and pushed myself 
on. On the westerly slope of that hill I 
found the mother of all thermals. When I 
popped out the top, I was at ... well, let's 
say 5000 feet and Lue was all downhill. 

So there we were, three of us stranded in 
the countryside with nothing but a pub a 
few hundred metres away. An agonizing 
decision. 

The club meets the first weekend of every 
month. The towing is a great experience 
and the hospitality at the pub tops. Join 
us. 

John Trude 
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There is 

A WORLD 

. . . of difference between 
hanging from a Minitex or 
from any other rescue de
vice when you have activa
ted the rescue parachute. 
With a Minitex the pilot is 
immediately in a safe "flying 
position': and doesn't need 
to get into such a position 
by pulling in the paraglider. 
With the Minitex, the 
"Automatic Paraglider 
Deformation System" does 
all the work for the pilot. 

• • • 
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Kociusko Alpine 
Paragliding Club 

Just heard a quick word that the New 
Zealand Paragliding Titles were again 
plagued by bad weather and a lack of 
organisation. Last year's titles in Blen
heim had the same problems. It seems 
that the success story of the competition 
though was the new Advance Omega 
which cleaned up. More next month ... 

Also just heard from overseas that a well 
known British rock climber was helping 
some paraglider pilots with a video 
documentary. This climber was to des
cend the Mont Blanc' side of Chamonix in 
a paraglider. While launching in his 
climbing harness a delicate part of his 
anatomy became trapped in the leg web
bing causing his severe pain. In the air he 
began to squirm around to ease the pain 
and as he r~ached down to re-adjust the 
webbing he somehow abraded some skin, 
causing bleeding. When he saw the blood 
he fainted! The glider flew itself into a 
tree. The pilot needed to be rescued after 
coming to. 

If you're passing through Canberra call in 
and see Anthony Watkins. Anthony had 
an unfortunate accident in Thredbo a 
couple of weeks ago and will be in Ward 
3A, Royal Canberra Hospital, by Lake 
Burlie Griffm for some time. 

The Tug, with pilot Bob Bailey -p. John Trude 

Congrats to club member David De
Gunzbourg on just being appointed a 
HGFA Certified Paragliding Instructor.! 
David tells me he has just ftnished getting 
some sites ready in the Albury-W odonga 
area and invites club members to call in 
and try them. David can be contacted on 
(060 246501 from March 15th on. 

Whilst on new sites, Heinz has now 
fmished clearing Spring Hill at Kalkite. 
The steep pitch taking the north wester is 
now ready for some good flying and will 
be used for the Thredbo Cup. The 30 m 
hill is still giving good flights of over 1/2 

hour and height gains of over 1000 ft. 

It is not the intention of the Club Newslet
ters to publish accident reports, this is 
covered by Skysailor, but it would be 

remiss if I did not bring points from acci
dents to your notice in an attempt to avoid 
this unpleasant aspect of our sport. On 
the day of the accident 2 Safety Officers 
(Barry Dennis and myself, Stuart 
Andrews) had been flying. After 2 flights 
we decided to stop flying. WHY? This 
question should be asked by any pilot 
arriving at a site late and not seeing any 
activity, especially if it was known that 
flying had earlier been going on. This is 
part of reading the conditions and assess
ing whether or not you should fly. And 
remember, there is always another day. 

Club Diary 
April 13-14, Autumn Trophy 1st and 2nd 
rounds from 10 am 
April 28th, Club evening at Bursills 
Lodge. 

__ --~--------~----~~~-d~-~--------~~ (-
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*** LOST*** 
One set of right hand wing battens in a blue 
batten bag for a Foil 160B Racer foolishly left at 
Khancoban airport NSWon 12th February. If you 
know of their whereabouts, please put me out of 
my misery by calling (02) 9530570 H 4176177 

NEW SOUTH WALES 
Foil 140B Racer (lnt) with all the options (Kev
lar/mylar/trilam etc) 1 yr old & in gd cond all 
original airframe flutter free, 3.8 & 4.8 oz white 
MS orange LE black/orange US $2000 firm to 
include 2 spare uprights + factory inspection if 
required pis ph Stuart (042) 953258 AH 
(02)5433141 

Foil 160B Racer (Int) orange fluro mylar LE 
black orange US $1500 also 
Foil 152 Combat orange fl uro mylar LE 
black/orange US 14 mths old $2980 also 
Electrophone UHF Radio hand held TX475S 
latest model $470 ph Len (068) 537220 

Foil 155 (Int) white TS red LE rainbow US ex 
cond low hrs incl batten profile owner's manual 
standard + custom made waterproof glider bag 
& 2 spare uprights $1500 ono ph (02) 6312604 

Paraglider - Edel - Aero fluro pink 24m2 for 55-85 

kg pilot ex cond only 9 hrs airtime $1500 ono must sell soon 

ph Scott (049) 613154 

Edel Paraglider this is in as new cond with 
Skysystems harness less than 2 hrs airtime 
desperate for the money only $1500 ph (02) 
9978436 

Gyro 160 (Nov) ex cond $1200 ono also 
Gyro 145 ex cond $1200 ono also 
XS 142 (adv) mint cond king post hang, tip fins, 
tip levers, adjustable C of G, power rib sail , 
perfect trim $3500 ono ph Neil (066) 857854 

Paragllder Comet CX21 never used in Australia 
as new superb gliding v gd speed range incl 
harness & carry bag The Very Best of Europe 
$3,950 also 
Varlo Braunlnger $250 for test fly & info ph 
Thomas Breig (02) 6028841 AH 

Afro XC instrument deck incl vario/al
timeter/ASI/stop watch/glide calculator/energy 
compensator etc $550 ono also 
XACT MK II harness as new suit 5'8"-5'10" black 
& mid blue med build $650 ono also 
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Foil 160B Cut Away Racer (lnt) white & mid blue 
& orange US $2000 or best offer ph Paul (02) 
5217931 H or 2373853 W 

Air Borne Trike Buzzard 532 dual seat pod big 
wheels suspension head temp gauge Arrow II 
wing with new double side wires electronics 
water pump & fuel system recently fully over
hauled great unit reluctant sale (need money) 
$8500 ph Peter (049) 453834 or 453472 

Moyes XS Easy (Nov) new 6 mths ago fluro pink 
Le with grey & white US & TS must sell now 
urgent $2600 ono ph Martin (02) 9694772 

Foil 150B Kevlar Racer (Int) with comp sleeves 
gd cond $1800ph Mark (042) 717954AH, 269980 
BH 

Air Support Pod as new black gold red sm-med 
$250 also 
Various Paragllders & other second hand har
nesses & gliders for sale ph (02) 9972238 

Air Borne Trike 503 Arrow wing pod fairing 
wheel spats altimeter, standard gauges 45 hrs 
since reconditioned engine $7500 ex buying ph 
Michael (068) 691229 W 691272 H 

Moyes 142 XS (lnt) almost new v low airtime 
grey LE pink & fluro lime US urgent sale need 
money to pay mortgage $3100 ono ph Glen (02) 
9182439 

Foil 155 (Int) all black $800 also 
Cocoon harness with chute suit small pilot 5'3" 
$300 ph Ron (060) 538749 @MKT BOY TXT = 
Bandit 180 (Nov) red LE blue MS gd cond $450 
ph (071) 213290 OLD or (060) 538749 

Moyes GTR 162 (lnt) with VG blue mylar LE 
white MS pod harness, chute, altimeter & 
varlometer ex corid little use $1550 ono ph 
Gavin Isaacs (02) 5465033 

WANTED Batten profiles for Probe 2 165 ph 
David Angus (066) 822471 

Moyes we 162 (Int) 2 yrs old It blue/grey/White 
fluro green diamond all extras desperation sale 
$1600 also consider swap for Mission ph Bob 
Barnes (065) 540416 

Moyes GTR 162 (Int) red & white TS red & yellow 
US great cond must sell $800 ono also 
Pod Harness brand new $300 set together 
$1000 ph David Holmes (065) 821888 

Magic IV 166 (lnt) red LE rainbow US v gd cond 
bargain at $1200 ph (02) 6659186 

Pod Harness v gd cond suit 5'10"-6' flyer $250 
ono also 
2 CB radios (AM) 1 car unit & 1 portable unit 
voice activated with battery back-up missing 
handset for car unit $100 ono ph (02) 8101230 

Foil 160e (lnt) race frame faired uprights double 
mylar LE navy blue LE red US white TS gd cond 
no problems gets high goes far $1900 ono ph 
Michael (049) 524856 before 11 .00 am after 8.30 
pm 

lTV "Arias" mauve/orange, piloting harness at
tached 40 flights only $1800 ono ph (02) 4282427 

Probe 175 (Int) orange US white TS sail 
tightened & airframe inspected recently by fac
tory all bolts renewed 2 spare uprights batten 

Tandem flying behind the Tug - Bruce Bareham & student -
photo by John Trude 
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profile glider bag renewed $400 ono ph Bradley 
(042) 942929 

Moyes Mars 170 (Nov) flies well straight & trim 
red LE white US many new fittings plus spares, 
also 
Moyes Coco~n harness suit approx 5'11" with 
bag $1100 ono will separate ph Mark (02) 
3983708 H 6945889 W 

Foil 160B (Int) blue & white US white TS low hrs 
speed bar manual & batten profile $1300 also 
Stanwell Pod $275, Parachute $250, Helmet & 
Hall ASI $60 also 
Utek Varlo & Thommen altimeter in fibre-glass 
pod $250 also 
Electrophone TX74 UHF transceiver $375 or 
$2400 for the lot ph Peter (065) 627710 

Wanted To Buy· GTR 162 in reasonable cond 
ph Frank (067) 323306 AH 329100 BH 

Trike 64 hp Buzzard fitted with an Arrow II wing 
in mint cond long range tanks all instrument pod 
& wheel spats tow release 14hrs from new $8500 
ph Frank (067) 323306 AH 329100 BH 

Moyes GTS (Int) model before GTR red & white 
sail bargain price $800 ono ph Glenn (02) 
9182439 H 9382855.w 

XS 155 (Adv) near ne~ cond red LE gold & It grey 
US fins save $1000, $3500 also 
UHF CB Unlden Sundowner $350, Ball 652 
varlo $500 Pod Harness large suit 6' $350, PA 
Chute $250 all ex cond ph Andrew (02) 6812147 
after 7pm 

Aero 170 (Nov) fluro yellow LE fluro pink 1st 
panel grey 2nd panel v gd cond 17 hrs airtime 
also Pod Ute navy blue suit 170cm $2700 the lot 
ph Steve (042) 744111 W 
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Moyes Mission 170 (Nov) dk blue LE It blue 
white TE brand new 5 hrs $2500 ph Ian (065) 
539506 

AirBorne Trike Robin 440 oil injected Arrow II 
wing + spares $4800 ph (065) 505789 

Trike twin seater Moyes wing 447 Rotax approx 
9 hrs running time flies well urgent sale $2600 
ono ph (044) 553127 

Mission 170 (Nov) new test flown only red white 
blue yellow with harness $2500 ph Bob (02) 
6821820 

XS Easy (Nov) brand new 8 hrs airtime all faired 
50z MS RH warp LE also Pod & Chute brand new 
to match + helmet also Electrophone TX475 
UHF radio & mike $4000 ph Robert (048) 411794 

Harley Free Spirit (Falhawk Athlete copy) less 
than 15 hrs airtime 25m2 65-85 kg $2300 ono also 
Harley Contrail gd beginner/intermediate 
canopy 23m2 50-70 kg $2200 ono also 
Nova CXC 24m2 $2200 also 
Nova Trend 27m2 $2200 also 
lTV Meteor 100 $3200 ph (042) 681348 

Moyes Mission 170 (Nov) fluro pink LE white MS 
gd cond speed bar spare upright $1850 ono ph 
Allan (02) 8165487 

Moyes GTR 175 (Int) white MS red LE blue 
triangular insert faired kingpost 3 yrs old little 
flown (approx 50 hrs) properly stored suitable for 
trikes in ex cond $1200 ono also 
Cocoon harness in gd cond $80 ono also 
Ball varlo/altlmeter $280 ono getting out for 
family reasons inspection welcome delivery 
within Sydney metropolitan area possible ph 
Charles (02) 2322111 BH 5873747 after 7pm 
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Mission 170 (Nov) 4 mths old faired kingpost & 
speed bar $2350 ono also 
Ball varlo 651 l' increments $600 also 
Front entry Pod Harness blue $500 also 
210 Dream Tandem Glider certified USHGMA 
400 pounds hookin weight gd colours crisp sail 
spare upright new price $4000 sell $3000 ono ph 
(065) 565265 

SOUTH AUSTRALIA 
Balloon Drop equipment one complete set incl 
everything necessary for your flight of a lifetime 
$139 ph (08) 3220813 

Moyes 162 WB (Int) pretty pink & blue parallel 
plus MS gd cond $2000 ono Jules Makk (08) 
2611902 

XS 155 (Adv) orange LE fluro green sail Sept '90 
$3500 also 
Gyro 11160 (Nov) all white speed bar adjustment 
spare downtube batten profile owners manual 
an ex glider to learn on $950 ph Elise (08) 
3870783 or Garry (08) 3845742 

GTR 162 Race (Int) blue Le silver US low airtime 
$1700 ph Derek Hill (08) 2652295 

Moyes Mission 170 (Nov) double blue & white 
+ pod harness + helmet $2500 ono ph (08) 
3238867 

World Beater Profile GTR 162 Full Race (Int) 
fully airfoiled, VG & speedbar blue & white with 
ultraweave MS proven performer in gd cond 
must sell best offer ph (08) 3220813 

Vision (Nov) low hrs safe edge faired uprights, 
spares etc A light weight glider with great ther
mailing performance Haggling starts at $1550 
must sell to continue studies ph Bill (08) 2702032 
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Aero Race 170 (Nov) less than 6 mths old in gd 
cond must sell going back to England $2400 ono 
also 
Lindsay Ruddock instruments ph (08) 3703197 
or Birgit (08) 2721337 AH 

QUEENSLAND 
Wills Wing HPII Racer (Int) trilam LE white TS & 
US with manufacturers logo ex cond assorted 
spares & comprehensive manual incl $1500 ph 
(07) 8012262 

GTR 162 (Int) white green & yellow owners 
manual & batten profile low hrs gd cond $1200 
ono also 
Litek vario/altimeter in water resistant mount
able case $250 ph (02) 3434966 

Edge 532 Trike every extra 9 mths old all instru
ments + dust cover & trailer $13500 ph (070) 
537768 

GTR 162 (Int) gd cond speed bar new bolts new 
nose wires bag 12 mths old batten profile 
manual no tears or flutters yellow LE white MS 
2-tone green US $1000 ph Russell (074) 866253 

GTR 162 (Int) for spare parts also 
Foil 152C (lnt) 1 yr old in gd cond $3400 ph Glen 
(075) 435716 

Aero 170 (Nov) white scrim LE/TE fluro 
lemon/navy blue US race sail and airfoil king 
post one owner 8 mths old gd cond $2400 ph 
Tony for a test flight (07) 2089745 

Sting (Nov) only 2hrs flying time + Pod harness 
new $3300 ph Dave Lamont (079) 461151 

GT 170 (Int) orange LE cocoon harness with 
chute 2 upright spares & power steering gd cond 
20 hrs $1700 ph (071) 223180 

Mission 170 (Nov) purple LE It blue US top cond 
$2200 ph Dave (079) 552740 

Foil 160B Racer (Int) LE fully faired spare 
upright new glider bag v gd cond $1500 gd easy 
gliderto fly, XC glider, to arrange test fly ph Gary 
(075) 464104 

Mission 170 (lnt) Yellow green & white matching 
Moyes Pod & parachute all in v gd cond $1800 
ph Allan (075) 352745 

Electrophone TX475S 40 channel UHF hand 
held radio, 3dB aerial , battery charger 'boom
mic' headset 1 yr old $400 ph Keith (07) 3526293 
AH 

Foil 150B Racer (Int) yellow LE pink & orange 
US recent air frame overhaul gd cond $2000 also 
Ball 651 instruments $500 also 
Parachute ph Brenda (07) 8494821 

Vision 170 (Nov) with VG & king post hang pink 
Le blue & white US low airtime v gd cond going 
as must sell $1600 ph Bjorn (074) 447012 

Combat 152 (Adv) fluro yellow LE & US 4hrs 
10mns flight time as new cond $4000 also 
Bullet CG slider Harness $500 also 
PA Chute $450 also 
Skytech Flightdeck instruments $600 all in gd 
cond ph Tim (07) 2652258 

Mitsubishi l200 '82 4x4 new motor gd mechani
cally fully set up for hang gliding can take 8-10 
gliders $6500 ph Tim (07) 2652258 

Probe 175 (Int) v gd cond pink blue white new 
bag new top wires if seriously interested call for 
a free photo price includes freight + insurance 
to any place on East Coast $630 ph (079) 396365 
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Payout Winch with 2000ft of new 4mm rope 
mounts directly to standard tow bar includes 
glider stands remote control and winch speed 
sensor all ready to go proven design no vehicle 
modification suits sedans wagons utes etc $945 
ph Ron (079) 552913 

Mars 170 (Nov) orange & white includes cocoon 
harness to suit 5'7"-5' 10" + medium helmet 
$850 ono ph Peter (07) 8441693 

Combat 152C (Adv) red aqua & white MS $3200 
test fly available at Rainbow Beach (074) 863166 

Mars 170 (Nov) bargain!!! $700 ph Chris (075) 
369123 

Moyes XS 155 (Adv) just 5 mths old red blue 
green fins & power rib all the goodies this glider 
cost in excess of $4800 sell to you if you're quick 
for $4000 also 
Pod Harness medium black & red almost new 
sacrifice for just $350 also 
Mission 170 (Nov) 2 yrs old red & gold v gd cond 
well maintained just $1850 also 
Aero 170 (Nov) blues & greens 12 mths ex cond 
$2100 ph (070) 537768 

Foil 140B Standard (Int) fluro pink scrim LE dk 
blue & fluro yellow US gd 1st high performance 
glider for lighter pilot $2600 ph Fran (079) 
548393 AH 

Mission 170 (Int) 50hrs since new red LE gold 
US white US gd cond with reinforced glider bag 
$1900 will trade (with cash to make up dif
ference) on Combat 152C in gd cond I am 
desperate to upgrade and will negotiate any 
offers ph Ken in Townsville (077) 812421 BH 
734860AH 

VICTORIA 
Wanted to Buy Foil 160B in gd cond or Foil 
152C will pay reasonable price ph Neil (03) 
4894213 

XS 142 (Ad v) low hrs ( hrs) with slight sail 
damage red LE fluro yellow/pink US & white MS 
comes with spare downtube $3200 ono also 
Moyes Pod med red with yellow trimming $320 
also 
High Energy Sports parachute $320 also 
Uniden Sundowner UHF hand held (without an
tenna) $320 also 
Skytech Flightdeck slight case damage $500 
also 
Towing gauge with 2000' rope (1000' on port
able coil) $f50 also 
Towing bridle $30 ph Damien Virieux (060) 
208719 H 

XS Easy (Nov) ex cond orange LE pacific blue 
US $2300 ph Peter (03) 8488189 

The Edge 582 dual ignition trike ex cond 8 hrs 
flying save $4000 on new trike also incl trailer & 
cover also 
XACT Harness offers welcome or trade for 
glider ph (03) 8772347 or (065) 556140 leave 
name & number please 

Thermalite Skyleg Power Pack fuel tank & 
gauge $1000 ono ph Mike (052) 451783 W 
554441 H 

Paraglider - Charly Edel 24 as new less than 1 
hr in air harness & bag incl ex cond $1750 ono 
ph Ian (03) 8132977 W 8578282 H 

Paraglider - Komet 29 25m2 suit 55-100 kg 2.5 
yrs old white yellow red green in gd cond suit 
learner $1850 ono ph (052) 376486 

Paraglider - Sportlite Excel as new cond suit 
novice/recreational to intermediate pilot 60-85 
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kg 5 + glide ration weight shift harness $2500 ph 
Peter (03) 8363590 

Foil 160B Racer (Int) yellow TS & LE gold US gd 
cond flies fast & easy $1650 ono also 
Moyes Pod Harness medium red ex cond $320 
ono 
Ball 541 varlo/altlmeter hardly used $650 ono 
also 
High Energy Sports Parachute 1 yr old never 
used or deployed in jest always aired recent 
repack $390 ono 
HI Gain 23ch AM/SSB CB $100 ono 
Tandy TRC88 3ch AM Walkl Talkl $50 ono also 
Pearce Simpson 40 ch AM CB $80 ono ph 
Michael anytime (03) 5780326 

The Edge 582 dual ignition trike & fluro orange 
& grey wing also cover & trailer only 8hrs flying 
time immac cond save $3000 on new price also 
Xact Harness ph (03) 8772347 or (065) 556140 
please leave name & number if not in 

GTR 162 (Int) all dacron blue LE distinctive black 
diamond on 2nd panel all white MS flies & hand
les well with no flutter all aerofoil tubes priced for 
quick sale @ $900 ph Greg (03) 8763981 

Litek Vario & Thommen Altimeter $250 ono ph 
Vince (03) 7552314 

Single seat Duncan Trike with Rotax 277 engine 
anodised frame with balloon lyres wing in ex 
cond low hrs complete & ready to fly $3000 also 
EF5 Rigid wing hang glider in ex cond $700 ph 
Vince (03) 5849758 

Altair 145 (Nov) one of the last ones made ball 
tips floating crossbar ideal for lighter pilots up to 
60kg v gd cond manual stirrup harness $500 ono 
(052) 218872 

Pterodactyl Ascender II Cuyuna UIII-02 engine 
35hp reconditioned propeller cruising speed 
50mph 900ft/min climb rate lands & takeoff in 
100ft, Skymaster parachute just repacked full 
instruction manual best offer Ph Trevor (053) 
852348 

Moyes Meteor 190 (Int) gd cond any reasonable 
offer (053) 326098 

ACT 
XS 155 (Adv) dk blue LE dk blue US lime green 
triangle white MS gd cond 1st to see will buy ph 
Duncan (06) 2951244 W 

XS 155 (Adv) pink scrim LE It blue US white warp 
MS 10hrs airtime only!! $3300 ph Brett Freebody 
(062) 957434 H 488988 W 
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1st: TOMAS SUCHANEK 
It's been said for some time that the XS is the best 

glider in the world - now Tomas Suchanek has proven it 
beyond all doubt. 

After winning the World Open XC in Japan last year, 
and the Forbes Flatlands in Australia this year, Tomas 
came out on top in Brazil. The new world champion flies 
the XS because "It 's the strongest, the safest and the 
best performing ': 

Join the worldwide ~.". ..... ..:;,. .......... ~ 
success. Fly an XS. 

173 BRONTE RD, WAVERLEY. PH 3875622. FAX 3874472 


